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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The general concept behind Free/Libre/Open Source Software (henceforth FLOSS) is
making the source code of software accessible to anyone who wants to obtain it. Binaries or
executables are available via the Internet and can be 'freely' downloaded and used. Prolific
licensing agreements such as the General Public License (GPL) define the rights users have
over the product. In the literature, many terms are in use to describe the FLOSS
phenomenon. Notably, Free Software (FS), a term used by Free Software Foundation (FSF)
and Open Source Software (OSS) used by the Open Source Initiative (OSI). In addition,
Free Open Source Software (FOSS), Libre Software (LS), and Free/Libre/Open Source
Software (FLOSS) are terms frequently used by researchers. In this report the term FLOSS
is used to refer to users’ freedom to use, modify, distribute, or even sell the software with
little obligations as in propriety or closed source software. When a user modifies the
software, he/she can either choose to keep changes made private or altruistically return them
to the FLOSS community so that everyone can benefit from his derived work.
FLOSS development did not begin with the inception of the Linux operating system, in
1991. Rather, the concept existed since the formation of SHARE – a working group set up
to coordinate the programming work of the IBM 701, in 1952 (Sowe, 2007b). In the
academic environment, software development and distribution among researchers and
departments is not new, and goes back to the earliest days of software in university
environments when software was developed to solve practical problems and could be freely
shared. However, what is now true is that FLOSS has fundamentally changed the way we
develop and distribute software. Enable by the Internet, geographically distributed
individuals voluntarily contribute to a project by means of the Bazaar model (Raymond,
1999). Extensive peer collaboration allows project participants to write code, debug, test,
and integrate software. Communities in various projects provide support services such as
suggestions for products features, act as distributing organs, answer queries, help new
members having problems with the software.
FLOSS development not only exemplifies a viable software development approach, but also
a model for the creation of self-learning and self-organizing communities (Sowe, et al.
2006c). FLOSS is also a virtual learning context in which both professional software
developers and novice users benefit by leveraging their knowledge and information access
repertoire. The context enable them to participate at their own convenience and learn
(coding or other software related task) at their own pace (Sowe, et al. 2005; page 297).
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Furthermore, learners can conclude on the learning scope themselves (what to do) and
decide on the method of acquiring the knowledge (how to do it). Knowledge acquisition is
accomplished, for example, by having access to a large code-base, studying online
documentation, asking more experienced members for assistance. In essence knowledge is
acquired in FLOSS through learning by doing, which represents the drill-and-practice
approach in normal constructivist environments. However, the FLOSS virtual learning
context is not without its downside. Apart from physical isolation and detachment from
face-to-face interaction commonly associated with virtual learning environments, learning
in FLOSS requires access to Internet and moderate computer facilities. In addition, a high
degree of computer literacy, reading, writing, and typing is required to participate
effectively. The environment is also not conflict free. Flaming, the feeling of being ignored
in a dominant discussion, disinterestedness, long delays in receiving responses from
communities, the expenditure of searching through discussion archives to see issues
previously raised in the communities, access rights to participate in some community
activities are all major concerns in the management of the FLOSS learning context (Sowe,
et al. 2005).
In recent times, FLOSS is making inroads not only in business and software industries but
in colleges and universities as well. There is increased interest in the FLOSS learning
environment (Sowe, et al., 2004; Bacon and Dillion, 2006) and in FLOSS projects as
bazaars of learning (Sowe, et al., 2006). As Faber (2002) noted, FLOSS is both an
alternative teaching methodology and an educational model. The main objective of
FLOSSCom is using the principles of informal learning environments of FLOSS
communities to improve Information and Communication Technology (ICT) supported
formal education. Despite the influence and popularity of FLOSS and the benefit inherent in
its methodology, educational institutions have been slow to adapt. This can partly due to the
fact that the FLOSS environment is fundamentally different from the formal learning
environment in most institutions. The focus of this report is collate and report on the
learning activities of individuals in various FLOSS communities. The report benefits from
the experiences and expositions of various authors in order to provide a synergy and a fresh
look into the learning environment of FLOSS communities. FLOSS communities, like other
online communities (e.g. Community of Practice (CoPs)) have many interrelated elements
that define the dynamics of the community. As such, this report is divided into 5 major
sections, each focusing on a specific aspect of the learning environment of FLOSS
communities with a 6th section summarizing the main findings.
2

Section 1: The first part of the report is an introduction to FLOSS. The historical account of
FLOSS is presented together with the many meanings of the term. This is followed by the
demographic distribution of FLOSS participants and an explanation of what FLOSS
communities are.
Section 2: The next chapter examines the role of learning and knowledge exchange within
the FLOSS community. It includes a description of the composition and roles of members
within communities and what motivates various groups of individuals to participate in
FLOSS.
Section 3: After clarifying the role of learning in the FLOSS community the next chapter
focuses on the content of learning processes in FLOSS. This chapter examines both, what
skills are learnt and how the skills learnt within the FLOSS community are evaluated. The
latter aspect is considered from the perspective of FLOSS community members as well as
from the perspective of employers.
Section 4: The fourth chapter examines how learning is organized within the FLOSS
community. It examines the interaction between community members with regard to
learning processes, the learning resources (except for technological resources) that are
available and used within FLOSS communities, and the concrete learning processes.
Section 5: This section looks at the technological resources used within FLOSS
communities. FLOSS projects are almost exclusively administered online and one of the
most important prerequisites for their coordination and cooperation is provided by the
functionality of various communication and groupware tools.
Section 6: The last section of the report proposes the project’s approach to learning in
FLOSS. A preliminary set of guidelines as they apply to the principles of informal learning
environments of FLOSS communities to improve ICT supported formal education are
offered. These preliminary guidelines will be continuously amended in the following phase
of the FLOSSCom project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Characteristics of FLOSS and its community
Software can be allocated to two very different domains. The first one is determined by socalled proprietary software. Proprietary software is distributed on the basis of licenses that
keep the property of the software to the software company that produced it. The user has to
accept the software as it is sold by the producer and its vendors and to pay license fees for
using it. The buyer and user of a proprietary software product is thus not allowed and not
capable to read and change the source code of the program.1 If the user wants to customize
functionalities of a proprietary software system to his needs he relies on the producer's
willingness to take his demand into account when the next release of the software program is
created. The world market for desktop operating systems, for instance, is dominated by
proprietary software, as 84% of all desktop operating systems are Microsoft Windows XP.2
The other software domain is Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS)3. In contrast to
proprietary software, FLOSS is distributed on the basis of licenses that entitle the users to
read and modify the source code and that do not require the user to pay license fees for using
FLOSS systems. Well-known examples of FLOSS are the Linux operating system or the
Apache web server.4
What constitutes FLOSS – apart from the license under which it is distributed - is the Internetbased collaborative development and sharing of non-proprietary software. FLOSS developers

1

Vendors of proprietary software provide the users only with object or binary code, which can be read by the
machine, but not by users.
2

March 2007, according to Net Applications. See http://marketshare.hitslink.com/report.aspx?qprid=2,
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In the literature, many terms are used to describe software whose source code is accessible to anyone who
wants to obtain it. The term ‘free software’ was popularised in the mid of the 1980s by the Free Software
Foundation, which was founded by Richard Stallman (see www.fsf.org). The term ‘open source software’ was
established in 1997/98 by the Open Source Initiative (see www.opensource.org). The term "libre" refers to the
respective term in Romanic languages, such as "logiciel libre" in French, and at the same time it is used to
underline the political meaning of the term "free" in "free software", as it does not imply that software is
distributed for free, but that it is distributed in order to provide consumers and the society more freedom to use
and develop software (see Stallman, 2002). In this document, the term FLOSS is used to refer to users’ freedom
to use, modify, distribute, or even sell the software with little obligations as in proprietary or closed source
software (Sowe, et.al.2007).
4

Apache is web server software used on “web server” computers connected to the Internet and Usenet is its
field support system, taking the form of publicly accessible “newsgroup” discussion forums. In 2005, the
Apache web server held a share of about 70% on the world market for web server operating systems, as
indicated by NETCRAFT LTD, May 2005 Web survey of 63,532,742 hosts, available online at
http://news.netcraft.com/archives/2005/05/01/may_2005_web_server_survey.html. For a detailed discussion
of FLOSS market shares see the FLOSSIMPACT report (Ghosh et al. 2006 - online at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/ict/policy/doc/2006-11-20-flossimpact.pdf)
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send the code they developed to repositories for FLOSS code and applications, such as
Sourceforge (http://sourceforge.net/) or Freshmeat (http://freshmeat.net/). From these
repositories, code and applications can be downloaded, tested, and – if necessary or possible –
improved and finally resubmitted by other users. These repositories do not only provide
access to the software source code, they also provide means for communication, such as
forums or mailing lists (both are also widely used in big FLOSS projects).5
The ideal conception of a FLOSS community is that of an egalitarian network of
programmers developing software in a decentralized environment free of hierarchical control
structures. However, the popularity of FLOSS coupled with the success of some products (eg
Linux base Operating Systems such as Ubuntu, Debian, or Redhat) has changed the ecology
and dynamics of FLOSS communities. Large numbers of technical and non-technical endusers are now participating in FLOSS projects [Lakhani and Hippel, 2003; Michlmayr, 2004].
These individuals are not necessarily hackers6 but they get involved in activities that are
essential for the FLOSS development process (Fitzgerald, 2004), as well as the maintenance
and diffusion of the software (Michlmayr, 2004; Sowe, et.al, 2006).
When a user modifies the software, he/she can either choose to keep changes made private or
return them to the FLOSS community so that everyone can benefit from his [derived] work.
In the latter case, any improvements on the current version of the software are also made
freely available. The FLOSS development process exemplifies a viable software development
approach. The key for this opportunity is the plurality of FLOSS licenses, of which the bestknown is probably the General Public License (or GPL).7 Each license defines exactly the
rights the user has over the product. FLOSS participants are usually geographically

5

Just to provide an impression of the dimensions of such repositories: At the time of writing this paper,
144,999 projects and 1,553,410 users were registered at Sourceforge, which claims to be the largest FLOSS
repositories. It should be noted in this context that only very active members of the FLOSS community are
registered at such repositories and that the community is much larger than indicated by these figures. We will
show in later sections of this report that contributing to FLOSS is not limited to writing code but includes a
broad variety of activities that do not require any affiliation with a FLOSS repository.
6

According to wikipedia.org: A hacker is a software designer and programmer who builds programs and
systems that garner the respect of one's peers. A hacker can also be a programmer who hacks or reaches a goal
by employing a series of modifications to exploit or extend existing code or resources. For some, "hacker" has
a negative connotation and refers to a person who "hacks" or uses kludges to accomplish programming tasks
that are ugly, inelegant, and inefficient. This pejorative form of the noun "hack" is even used among users of
the positive sense of "hacker. Outside the FLOSS community the term “hackers” is often assigned to people
who illegally intrude IT systems of others. In the FLOSS community, these persons are named “crackers”. See,
for instance, Raymond’s “New Hacker Dictionary” (also called “the jargon file”) at
http://www.ccil.org/jargon/jargon_toc.html
7

For an overview see, for instance, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/license-list.html
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distributed (sometimes all over the world), and a good part of their collaboration is through
the Internet, using project’s mailing lists, emails, discussion forums, Internet Relay Chats, etc.
Software development activities are usually coordinated through de facto versioning systems
such as Concurrent Versions System (CVS) or Subversion (SVN), bug-tracking systems
(BTS) and bug databases (e.g. Bugzilla), mailing lists, forums, Internet Relay Chats (IRC),
etc. These tools not only enable participants to collaborate in the software development
process but also act as repositories to store the communication activities of the participants.
The FLOSS-model has produced a number of successful applications in the area of operating
systems (Linux), emailing and web services (Sendmail, Apache), databases (MySQL,
PostgreSQL), and recently also conquers the office desktop (OpenOffice.org), to mention a
few.
FLOSS is not a new or young phenomenon. As revealed by the FLOSS Develoeprs Survey
(Ghosh et al. 2002), the main dynamics of FLOSS development took place in the second half
of the nineties (just after the market success of Linux). Some community members claim to
have started with FLOSS already in the fifties (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Inflow of new members in FLOSS community

FLOSS communities are special kinds of online communities where the focus is on software
development, maintenance, and support. The Internet, particularly the Web, continues to
support the emergence and proliferation of [virtual] communities of diverse interest (Sowe, et.
6

al., 2004). Virtual communities are attracting a lot of attention as valuable communities
through which both learners and instructors can try new approaches. The pedestal on which
they are built continues to influence teaching and learning, and content quality and delivery.
Howard Rheingold (1993) defined virtual communities as ''social aggregations that emerge
from the net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with
sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace''. Thus, there is
social interaction taking place in cyberspace, resulting in the establishment of relationships
among the participating personas. Dowdy (2001) sees this as an intimate secondary
relationship: an informal, frequent, and supportive type of community relationship that
operates only in one specialized sphere of influence, such as F/OSS. As a good source for
acquiring and sharing information (Rheingold, 1993; Lapachet, 1994), virtual community
members may be involved in practical information seeking (seeking answers to specific
questions in the form of postings). In some communities, members undertake a more general
activity characterized by frequent visits to monitor the information neighborhood and what
goes on in various communities (Burnett, 2000). Erdelez (1999) likens this activity to
information encountering: a memorable experience of an unexpected discovery of useful or
interesting information. To a certain degree, the FLOSS community can be considered as a
large community of practice (or as a reservoir of many such communities of practice), since
membership in this community is not defined by official status but by participation, it
develops informally around things that matter to people (in this case: software), and it
produces a shared repertoire of communal resources (routines, sensibilities, artefacts,
vocabulary, styles, etc.) (Wenger 2000; Ghosh et al. 2005a) .
As agents of socialization and information providers, virtual communities and communities of
practice serve as important learning environments. Sowe et al. (2004, 2005) therefore
concluded that FLOSS is also a model for the creation of self-learning and self-organizing
communities. FLOSS communities can therefore be described as web-based learning
communities (Sowe, et. al., 2004) in which individuals interact with collaborating peers to
solve a particular problem and exchange ideas. Collaborative learning and the peer review
process emphasize the importance of shared dialogue. In this regard, the principles and
practices of learning in the FLOSS community appear helpful to master the challenges
coming up with the growing demand for “lifelong learning” (OECD, 1977; Livingstone,
1999). These challenges consist mainly in the necessity of new leaning arrangements that are
more informal, self-organized, and incidental (i.e. driven rather by situational personal
interests and needs than by pre-defined curriculae of educational institutions or firms) (Keeton
7

et al., 1976; Houle, 1976; Chickering, 1976; Coleman, 1976, 1995; Lave & Wenger, 1991;
Watkins & Marsick, 1992; Cseh et al., 2000; Council of Europe, 2000; Dohmen, 2001;
Overwien, 1999). David & Foray (2002) describe this change as an overall shift from
“learning to do” to “learning to learn”. Given the potentials provided by the Internet,
“communities of practice” (Brown & Duguid 1991), especially Internet communities are
considered to be extremely successful in developing and deploying such new learning forms.
FLOSS communities often serve as prime examples when the capacities of such volatile
network organizations are demonstrated (Faust & Holm, 2001; Demil & Lecocq, 2003;
Hemetsberger. & Reinhardt, 2004; von Hippel, 2002; David & Foray, 2002; von Krogh et al.,
2003). In fact, the FLOSS developer survey (Ghosh et al. 2002) has revealed that this
community is mainly driven by its members’ individual wish to learn about and share
knowledge of the development of open source software, its philosophy, and the cooperation
within the community (Ghosh et al., 2002; Ghosh et al., 2004). Thus, the open source
community provides a suitable object for research on the mechanisms and structures that
characterise the new forms of learning (Ghosh & Glott 2006) .

1.2. Demography
The FLOSS Developers Survey (Ghosh et al. 2002) revealed that the age of the FLOSS
community members ranges from 14 to 73 years, while there is a clear predominance of
people between 16 and 36 years. Only 25 per cent of the respondents are older than 30 years,
and only 10 per cent are older than 35. The average age (mean) of the respondents is 27.1
years.8 Despite the astonishingly high maximum age we can thus conclude that members of
the FLOSS community are extraordinarily young, usually around the mid of the twenties.
The starting age of the FLOSS community members ranges between 10 and 55 years,
whereby only 7 per cent started below an age of 16 years, one third was between 16 and 20
years old, another third between 21 and 25, and a quarter was older than 26 years when
starting developing FLOSS. The average starting age is 22.9.9
Ghosh et al. (2005a: 158) explained these observations as follows: “Altogether, the results
suggest that developing FLOSS is more populated by the younger generation than by

8

The standard deviation is 7.2 years, which indicates quite a large spread within such a young group.

9

Standard deviation: 6.32 years.
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experienced software developers. However, taking into account that FLOSS is by no means a
phenomenon of only the recent years, the young age of developers cannot be explained only
by generational effects. Changes in the frame settings for the production of software – like
increasing capital investments in FLOSS projects and the new organization structure that is
performed in FLOSS projects (Lerner & Tirole 2000, p. 1) together with the growth of the
Internet seem to be the key factors for the increasing attractiveness of FLOSS for young
people.”
Table 1 and table 2 illustrate the attractiveness of the FLOSS community for young people
further by relating the age when joining the community (table 1) and the current age (table 2)
to the year of joining the community.
Period / Year joining the FLOSS community
Age when joining the
FLOSS community

1950 - 1985 1986 - 1990 1991 - 1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

Total

10 - 15 years

16,1

12,2

10,2

5,7

4,6

5,6

5,2

6,6

0,8

16 - 18 years

27,4

17,6

15,7

24,2

22,0

20,1

13,6

16,5

10,1

8,1

17,1

19 - 21 years

19,4

25,2

24,9

22,2

32,6

26,2

27,3

19,1

28,0

16,2

25,1

22 - 25 years

11,3

24,4

25,7

26,3

22,5

26,9

25,8

30,5

28,8

32,4

26,3

Total: 10-25 years

74,2

79,4

76,5

78,4

81,7

78,7

71,8

72,6

67,7

56,8

75,1

26 - 30 years

21,0

12,2

12,4

13,4

14,2

12,3

17,6

18,2

17,9

27,0

15,2

Older than 30 years

4,8

8,4

11,0

8,2

4,1

9,0

10,6

9,1

14,4

16,2

9,7

Total: 26 years and older

25,8

20,6

23,5

21,6

18,3

21,3

28,2

27,4

32,3

43,2

24,9

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

n = 2402

p < 0.01; Contingency coefficient: .225

6,6

Source: FLOSS Survey (Ghosh et al. 2002)

Table 1: Age of new members when joining the FLOSS community

The figures in table 1 seem to imply that to some degree the shares of juvenile community
members decline over time, but it must be taken into account that the FLOSS community in
1990 represented only 8% of the size of the community that was reached in 2002, as indicated
by the cumulative percent curve in figure 1.

9

In fact, if we consider the actual age of the community members at the time the FLOSS
survey was conducted and only for the period of 1991-200210, we find that the share of the
youngest age group in the community is continuously increasing between 1991 and 2000
(table 2).
Period / Year when joining the FLOSS community
Current age (spring 2002)

1991 - 1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

Total

14-23 years

13,1

29,9

39,4

43,8

46,1

52,1

52,5

40,5

35,0

24-30 years

50,2

48,5

45,9

42,3

37,9

35,3

33,1

43,2

40,2

older than 30 years

36,7

21,6

14,7

13,9

16,1

12,5

14,4

16,2

24,9

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

n = 2402

p < 0.01; Contingency coefficient: .447

Source: FLOSS Survey (Ghosh et al. 2002)

Table 2: Age structure of the FLOSS community, 1991 to 2002
Women are under-represented in FLOSS; only 1.1 per cent of the respondents to the FLOSS
Developers Survey (Ghosh et al. 2002) were women. The FLOSSPOLS Survey on Gender
Issues (Krieger et al. 2006) therefore directly approached women’s organization within the
FLOSS community but could also find only a 5%-share of female FLOSS community
members. Although women are clearly underrepresented in programmers in industrialized
countries, too, this extremely low share of women in the FLOSS community cannot be
compared to gender structures in IT professions: According to Suriya (2003), the share of
women in programmers in the end of the 1990s and beginning new millennium varied
between 22% (North and Latin America, UK, Germany) and 33% (Finland). The
FLOSSPOLS Gender Study revealed a number of reasons for this, which altogether result in
the conclusion that women are actively excluded by the male dominated FLOSS community.
This active exclusion is based on “a central cultural dynamic within FLOSS. F/LOSS
participants, as in most scientific cultures, view technology as an autonomous field, separate
from people. This means that anything they interpret as ‘social’ is easily dismissed as
‘artificial’ social conditioning. Because this ‘conditioning’ is considered more or less
arbitrary, in their view it is supposed to be easily cast aside by individuals choosing to ignore
it. FLOSS also has a deeply voluntarist ethos which values notions of individual autonomy

10

It is self-evident that the share of young community members declines the more the period under
consideration lies in the past, but focussing on the last ten years before the survey was conducted limits this
bias to a justifiable degree.
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and volition. As a result, participants largely do not believe that gender has anything to do
with their own individual actions. The situation is thereby perpetuated in spite of the
expressed desire for change” (Krieger et al. 2006, page 144).
One means of active exclusion of women (which may happen unconsciously) is mainly
exercised through communication styles, because inflammatory talk and aggressive posturing
(‘flaming’) is accepted within many FLOSS projects as a key means of developing reputation.
“This is often off-putting for newcomers and less experienced contributors who are not yet
familiar with the community, its norms, or its real hierarchy. The effect is particularly
pronounced in the case of women, who in most cases have a shorter history in computing and
therefore less confidence in defending themselves on technical grounds. ‘Flaming’ thus
exacerbates the confidence difficulties women tend to have as a result of lower levels of
previous computing experiences.” (Krieger et al. 2006: 145)
Another factor that contributes to active exclusion of women is the “hacker ethic” that FLOSS
communities actively perpetuate, “which situates itself outside the ‘mainstream’ sociality, but
equates women with that mainstream. Women are treated as either alien or (in online
contexts) are assumed to be male and thus made invisible. Women are seen as innately more
able to organise, communicate and negotiate among F/LOSS projects as well as with the
outside world. Thereby they become carriers of sociality that is seen in a contrast to the
'technical' realm ascribed to men. Additionally F/LOSS women receive a high level of
attention due to their gender which decreases their feeling of acceptance as community
members as well as their willingness to further engage with the community” (Krieger et al.
2006, page 145).
FLOSS community members reward the producing code rather than the producing software
and thereby put most emphasis on a particular skill set while other activities such as interface
design or documentation are understood as less 'technical' and therefore less prestigious. The
latter set of skills is often associated with women, which again puts them in a disadvantaged
position within the FLOSS community.
FLOSS community members are typically people with a higher education, as 9% have a PhD
and 70% have a university degree. Another 17 per cent of FLOSS developers have a high
school degree (the rest is still in education or has a lower educational degree) (Ghosh et al,
2005). This observation is explained by the fact that programming requires capacities in
abstract and formal reasoning, which is usually developed in the course of higher educational
attainment.
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Figure 2 shows the professional structure of the FLOSS community members, as revealed in
the FLOSS Developers Survey (Ghosh et al. 2002, 2005). Professions and university courses
related to the IT sector dominate, as 83% have a profession related to this sector or deal with
similar tasks at universities. Software engineers provide one third of the sample and thus the
largest single group. With a share of 16 per cent, students are the second largest group,
followed by programmers and IT consultants. Executives, marketing and product sales
experts do not have a significant impact on the professional structure of the FLOSS
community.

36,3

Software engineer
15,8

Student (IT)
11,2

Programmer
9,8

Consultant (IT)
Other (IT)

5,2

Student (other areas)

5,1
5,0

University staff (IT)

4,3

University staff (other areas)
Executive (IT)

3,2

Other engineer

3,2
2,7

Other (other sectors)
Consultant (other sectors)

0,6

Executive (other sectors)

0,3

Marketing (IT)

0,2

Product sales (IT)

0,1

Product sales (other sectors)

0,0

Marketing (other sectors)

0,0

Source: FLOSS Developer Survey 2002

Figure 2: FLOSS community members by profession
The share of those who are unemployed or not working for other reasons is 4.8%, pure
students provide 14.5 % of the FLOSS community, semi-professionals (students who have an
IT-related job) have a share of 8.4 %, and the large majority of the community (73.3%) is
made up by employed professionals, whereby the share of self-employed is 14%. (Ghosh et
al. 2005: 160)
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2. THE ROLE OF LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE WITHIN THE
FLOSS COMMUNITY
In order to evaluate the role of learning and knowledge exchange we first have to get a better
understanding of how the FLOSS community is structured, beyond pure demographics. What
is relevant here is which roles different (groups of) community members play within the
community and which responsibilities they take for development projects, interaction,
coordination, socio-political movement et cetera. Once these roles and responsibilities are
understood we will turn to what motivates the FLOSS community members to contribute to
FLOSS. This question is usually what puzzles people outside the FLOSS community very
much because it is hard to understand why the community members invest so much time and
effort into something they often are not paid for. As we will see, individual demand for
learning and knowledge creation and the FLOSS community’s capacity to meet this demand
is the key to answering this question.

2.1. Roles and responsibilities of FLOSS community members
There are different types of memberships and roles to be found in FLOSS communities. At
the very heart of each community are the project initiators and the core development team. A
review of the top 100 FLOSS communities of sourceforge.net (Krishnamurthy, 2002)
concludes that the core development team consists of a very small number of people,
meanwhile the bigger part of the core team, the enhanced team, is involved in other tasks like
e.g. providing feature suggestions, trying products out as lead users, answering questions etc.
(Gosh, 2005; Krishnamurthy, 2002). Crowston and Howison (Crowston, 2004) suggested a
hierarchical or onion-like structure for FLOSS communities (Figure 3a), consisting of the
following layers:
•

At the center of the community are the core developers, who contribute most of the
code and oversee the design and evolution of the project.

•

In the next ring out are the co-developers who submit patches (e.g. bug fixes) which
are reviewed and checked in by core developers.

•

Further out are the active users who do not contribute code but provide use-cases and
bug-reports as well as testing new releases.

•

Further out still, and with a virtually unknowable boundary, are the passive users of
the software who do not speak on the project’s lists or forums.
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Figure 3: An organizational structure of a typical FLOSS community

The onion model is the most referenced model of a sustainable FLOSS community. The term
"Onion", according to Aberdour (2007) refers to the "successive layers of member types" and
can be described thus;
"Individuals create the sustainable community by increasing their involvement through a process of role
meritocracy. As they move toward the core, users become bug reporters and might over time become
contributing developers. A few contributing developers will eventually join the small team of core
developers. Each type of member has certain responsibilities in the system’s evolution, which relate to the
system’s overall quality. Advancement through the member types is reward and recognition for each
member’s abilities and achievements", (Aberdour, 2007; page 59)

In their study of role migration and advancement processes in the Mozilla, Apache, and
NetBeans projects, Jensen and Scacchi (2007) criticized the onion model view of FLOSS
communities. They argued that in its present form the onion model fails to draw out the
presence of multiple tracks of project career advancement through different role-sets. They
suggested an onion-pyramid view of the organizational structure of FLOSS communities as
shown in Figure 3b.
The enhanced team is engaged in other multiple forms of leadership like thought leaders,
networkers, people who document the practice, pioneers, etc. (Wenger, 2000). But, the largest
part of the community is the users group that rather “consumes” than to “contribute”. This
largest part is classified by Giuri et al. (2004) as the “external contributor”; meanwhile the
remaining parts are seen to be the “internal member”.
To just provide an idea about the possible distribution of high active core member, less active
member, and the wider active community it is referred the Apache case study that reported a
distribution of 15 core members contributing 83% of the code, 250 regular member in
different functions and 3000 active member of the wider community that mainly report bugs
(Giuri 2004). Besides the contribution of code or content (programs, artifacts, execution
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scripts, code reviews, comments, etc.) members also actively engage in online discussion
forums or threaded email messages as a regular way to both observe and contribute to
discussions of topics of interest to community participants (Scacchi, 2001). It could further be
observed that community members choose on occasion to author and publish technical reports
or scholarly research papers about their software development efforts, which are publicly
available for subsequent examination and review. Each of these highlighted items point to the
public availability of data that can be collected, analyzed, and represented (Scacchi, 2001).
FLOSS communities are very flexible communities where roles are not stagnant. Rather than
having the stringent structures present in traditional software development organizations,
most advancement or promotion in FLOSS communities is through meritocracy. A handful
of people have earned the right to make decisions based on merit or because of their past
contributions. In some projects (e.g. Debian, FreeBSD, Apache) positions are filled through a
democratic voting process. The success of a project is best measured by the success of its
community. A great community is capable of producing great code, a community with
quality participants will create quality code. More importantly, a great community is one
which opens its doors to others who are perceived to be less hacker-like. A great community
is capable of lowering barriers for potential developers and novice users. Of course a good
community leadership is important in creating a good community around a project. A good
community or project leader is someone who listens to the voices from within the
community, forge relationships and give credits where it is due. Let the community feel that
they created and own the software. Describing community structures in terms of concentric
circles does not limit members advancing from one layer or role to another. Individuals
create a sustainable community by increasing their involvement through a process of role
meritocracy (Sowe, 2007; Jensen and Scacchi, 2007), which varies from one project to
another. Through sustained contribution, users are recognized and gradually move from one
role to another. Passive users may become active users and might, in due course, become
developers or co-developers. A few contributing co-developers will eventually join the small
team of core developers. These role transitions are depicted in figure 4.
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Source: Sowe 2007: 51

Figure 4: Role transition in FLOSS communities

The dotted boxes shown in figure 4 show some of the project activities members in each role
may be involved in. Active project participants are mostly involved in mundane project
activities. Essential project activities such as reviewing, approving, and committing code to
the project's source tree are mostly done by the trusted core and co-developers. Developers
who my have earned sufficient credits with the core team may also contribute to essential
project activities. In projects like Debian where some developers are maintainers of
packages, they take complete responsibility of their packages by coordinating and managing
activities associated with the package.

2.2. Motivations of FLOSS community members
In the course of the success of FLOSS programs like Linux and the Apache Web server the
question why people spend efforts and time gratis for FLOSS increasingly triggered research
on the FLOSS phenomenon. According to Lerner and Tirole (2002), all contributions to
FLOSS, though free of charge, can be explained by economic motivations because behind all
these contributions they assume the wish of the contributors to signal their skills and
experience to the wider community and to thus enhance their chances on the labour market.
This view is however based on theoretical considerations of why people might contribute
freely to FLOSS and narrows the whole phenomenon down on reputation issues. It does not
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include other values of the FLOSS community are also important for its understanding and
that contradict the idea of a primary economic motivation as driver of all contributions to
FLOSS, as they are expressed in Raymond’s (1999) “bazaar” model or by the Free Software
Foundation (www.gnu.org/philosophy). Such values are, for instance, a deep interest in and
need for software and the conviction that software should be freely available and provide the
users the opportunity to check and modify the code. As Demaziere et al. (2006: 8) point out:
“We have mostly met computer programmers for whom the commitment to free software had
neutral, even negative consequences, from a material point of view. Above all the validity of
the hypothesis of motivation through financial incentives is founded on the premise of a
contribution based on a calculated choice, anticipating the long term effects on a career. Yet,
what our interviews show is that it is a more progressive commitment, sustained by a growing
familiarity with programming activity and the “social world” of developers (Strauss, 1978)
and accentuated by memorable experiences through which computer programmers build a
sense of participation and interaction with other free software developers.”
Referring to Raymond’s (1999) “bazaar” model and focusing on basic tasks that must be
performed in FLOSS projects, Lakhani and von Hippel (2002: 923) identify following “major
motives used to explain why users would voluntarily work on these basic tasks:
•

a user’s direct need for the software and software improvements worked upon;

•

enjoyment of the work itself; and

•

the enhanced reputation that may flow from making high-quality contributions to an open
source project.”

However, Lakhani and von Hippel (2002) point out that these three motivations do not suffice
to explain the motivation to perform “mundane but necessary” tasks in FLOSS projects, such
as providing “field support”, which is provision of help to people having problems with a
FLOSS product.
Kollock (1999), as referred to in Lakhani and von Hippel (2002: 927) also points out that
reputation enhancement may drive people to contribute to FLOSS, but he also stresses other
factors that may motivate FLOSS community members: expectations of reciprocity that can
reward providing something of value to another; the act of contributing that can have a
positive effect on contributors’ sense of efficacy (i.e. a sense that they have some effect on the
environment); and contributors’ attachment or commitment to a particular open source project
or group.
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Lakhani and von Hippel (2002) developed an approach towards motivations of FLOSS
community members that goes beyond theoretical considerations and anecdotal evidence by
directly addressing the activities carried out by community members and asking them for their
reasons to carry them out. Their approach is however limited in the sense that it focuses only
on one major activity, the provision of help to others, and one FLOSS project (the Apache
web server). The range of activities carried out within the FLOSS community is however very
broad - whereby providing help to others is not among the most important of these activities –
and that many of these activities are not bound to participating in a specific project. The
FLOSS Developer Survey (Ghosh et al., 2002) therefore aimed at examining motivations
related to the FLOSS community as a whole.11 The survey also acknowledged that members
of the FLOSS community have different degrees of knowledge and expertise in FLOSSrelated issued and that therefore knowledge creation and sharing might also play a role as
motivators for contributing to the community. Finally, the FLOSS Developer Survey targeted
the motives to participate in the FLOSS community from two different perspectives, the
reasons for joining the community and the reasons for staying in the community. Figure 5
illustrates the answers two these two questions, whereby the respondents have been asked to
limit themselves to a maximum of four answers. The answers are ordered by the size of the
shares allocated to the “reasons to stay in the community”, since these reasons help explaining
how the community manages to become sustainable.

11

Overall, 2783 FLOSS community members (mainly European and North American, but also from South
America and Asia) participated in this survey.
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I want to learn and develop new skills
I want to share knowledge and skills
I want to improve software products of others
I think that software shouldn't be proprietary
I want to participate in new forms of cooperation
I want to participate in the FLOSS scene
I want to improve my job opportunities
I want to solve a problem that cannot be solved by proprietary software
I want to limit the power of large software companies
I want to make money
I want to get a reputation in the FLOSS community
I want to get help in realising an idea for a software product
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Source: FLOSS Developer Survey 2002

Figure 5: Motivations for joining and staying within the FLOSS community

Evidently, improving skills and sharing knowledge are the most important motivators for
people to engage in FLOSS. The second important group of motivators is provided softwarerelated aspects (wish to improve software products), political aspects (software should not be
a proprietary product) and by aspects of socialising within the community (participation,
collaboration). Except for “learning and developing new skills”, which motivating power
declines by nature with growing expertise over time, all these reasons gain importance after
the community member got some experience, which particularly applies to the product-related
and the political item.
Motives such as “to solve a problem that could not be solved by proprietary software” or “to
get help in realising a good idea for a software product”, but also a material motive (“to
improve my job opportunities”) reach shares between 20% and 30% of respondents. While
the motive to get help in realizing an idea for a software product shows no change in its
importance, the other two items, especially the motive to improve job opportunities by
contributing to FLOSS, gain considerably importance.
The wish to limit the power of large software companies has been a motivating factor to join
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the community for approximately one fifth of the community and shows a very strong
increase with growing experience within the community.
“To make money” can be neglected as a motivator for joining the FLOSS community (it plays
mainly a role for consultants at the age of above 30 years (i.e. with probably some years of
professional experience in their occupation). However, it should be noted that this factor gains
some importance once community members have become more familiar with FLOSS.
To get a reputation and to help realising ideas for software products are the two least
important motivators for joining as well as for staying in the community.
As a conclusion, what motivates people to join FLOSS cannot be explained by “simple
economics” (Lerner & Tirole 2002), which becomes evident in particular by the low shares of
respondents who say that getting a reputation within the FLOSS community and making
money are motivators. Rather than that, the provision of a learning environment in which new
skills can be developed and knowledge is shared motivates the largest part of the community
to contribute to FLOSS.
A factor analysis with a subsequent cluster analysis identified six diverging groups of
developers with regard to the initial motivations (that are reasons to join the FLOSS
community)12 and four diverging groups with regard to continuing motivations (that are
reasons to stay in the community). Table 3 shows these motivational groups and how initial
motivational groups and continuing motivational groups are related to each other.

12

It must be noted that these initial motivational groups are not built by only those FLOSS community
members that belong to the community for a short period of time. We asked all community members to
remember their initial motivations and to tell us about their current motivation to stay within the community.
Therefore, all respondents to these two question belong to a certain initial motivational group and at the same
time to a certain continuing motivational group. The following sections in the text how these groups relate to
each other.
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INITIAL MOTIVATIONAL GROUPS

4% of
respondents

Software
improvers
10% of
respondents

Recognition
seekers
11% of
respondents

33,7

6,0

32,7

CONTINUING MOTIVATIONAL GROUPS

Enthusiasts

Materialists

Ideologists

Undecided

12% of
respondents

17% of
respondents

46% of
respondents

41,6

14,1

7,2

5,8

22,8

37,0

26,3

43,6

31,1

30,8

37,5

13,0

39,4

14,4

23,2

2,9

33,7

8,4

20,2

34,7

39,9

Recognition seekers
12% of respondent
Skills improvers
33% of respondents
Software improvers
24% of respondents
Ideologists
31% of respondents

Source: FLOSS Developer Survey 2002, Ghosh et al. 2005: 171)

Table 3: Initial motivational groups and continuing motivational groups within the
FLOSS community

The first initial motivational group is enthusiastic about FLOSS in many respects, except for
monetary and career concerns. Its members show an extremely strong impact of a desire for
software and skills improvements, but also of ideological aspects and reputation. The
“software improvers” shows only a strong impact of software related motivations, while
skills-related motivations and monetary and career concerns do not motivate this group. The
third initial motivational group is provided by “recognition seekers”, i.e. FLOSS community
members strongly driven by a wish for getting a reputation in the community. While
monetary and career concerns still play a role as motivators in this group, ideological
motivations play no role at all, and the role of software related motivations is also limited.
“Materialists”, with a strong and exclusive motivation by money and career concerns, provide
the fourth initial motivational group. The fifth initial motivational group within the FLOSS
community consists of “ideologists” who are clearly driven by the wish to abolish proprietary
software in favour of free software and who want to limit the power of large software
companies. The “undecided” appear opposed to the “enthusiasts”. While enthusiasts are
driven by almost all facets of FLOSS, the undecided show quite disparate motivating patterns
with regard to their reason to join the FLOSS community.
Apparently, most people joining the community have no clear concept of what they expect
from this step and what its outcome will be. Ideological motives are the dominant driving
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force among those who have an idea of their purpose to join the FLOSS community.
Regarding groups that emerge when reasons for staying within the community are considered,
we observe dissolution of the initial enthusiasts, materialists, and undecided to the benefit of a
new group that is strongly driven by the wish for skills improvement. Recognition seekers and
software improvers remain, which may reflect processes of professionalism and
objectification. Ideologists either do not dissolve. Moreover, as shown in Table 3, people who
continue participating in the FLOSS community for ideological reasons provide a
considerable proportion of the FLOSS community, equally large as the proportion of the skills
improvers. While software improvers still provide roughly one quarter of the FLOSS
community, recognition seekers play the least important role in quantitative respect. It appears
also noteworthy that recognition seekers hardly attract those who have been undecided when
joining the community. Together with the fact that materialists dissolved this illustrates that
learning skills and promoting the philosophy of FLOSS drives people more than economic
benefits that may derive from their contributions to the community.
The demographics of the motivational groups show significant differences: For the initial
motivational groups we observe that


enthusiasts are typically married, older than 30 years, and have comparably low
educational degrees; they are usually employed, but provide also the highest share of
unemployed compared to the other initial motivational groups; they are typically
software engineers and programmers belonging to the FLOSS community for quite a
while (typically more than 5 years)



software improvers show similar demographic structures, but have on average higher
educational degrees and their professional backbone in consultants, managers, and
university staff



recognition seekers are strongly determined by students, though featuring also above
average shares of software engineers and programmers; they are typically single and
comparably young, belonging to the community for a medium or short period of time



materialists are typically living in partnerships; like enthusiasts and software
improvers they are typically older than 30 years, but in contrast to these two groups
they are obviously starters in the FLOSS community, as indicated by the above
average share in those who belong to the community for one year or less; they usually
provide a bachelor degree and are employed or self-employed, typically as software
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engineers, but also as consultants or managers


ideologists are, like recognition seekers, determined by students, but in contrast to this
group they show a comparably high share of people over 30 years and –
correspondingly - a higher educational degree and of employed; they typically belong
to the community for a short period of time



the undecided, due to the fact that they provide the lion share of the initial
motivational groups, do not differ notably from the average

Regarding the continuing motivational groups, we found that


recognition seekers are typically singles, very young (and therefore with a high share
of students), and provide comparably low educational degrees; they provide a
relatively high share of unemployed and typically belong to the community for a
medium period of time



skills improvers resemble very the recognition seekers but show less unemployed and
a shorter period of time of belonging to the community



continuing software improvers differ in some respects from their counterpart among
the initial motivational groups, since they are typically married, medium-aged, and
self-employed, while their typical professions and their period of membership in the
community do not differ from initial software improvers



ideologists are comparably old-aged, have high educational degrees, and show a
relatively high share of people who do not belong to the community for more than one
year
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3. FLOSS AS A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
The FLOSS development process exemplifies a viable software development approach. It is
also a model for the creation of self-learning (Sowe et al., 2004) and self-organizing
communities (Valverde, 2006) in which geographically distributed individuals contribute to
build a particular application. The model has produced a number of successful applications in
the area of operating systems (Linux), emailing and web services (Gmail, Apache), databases
(MySQL, PostgreSQL), etc. The success of these products has changed the ecology and
dynamics of FLOSS communities. Large numbers of technical and non-technical end-users
are participating in FLOSS projects (Fitzgerald, 2004; Nikolas, et al., 2003). They get
involved in activities that are essential for the FLOSS development process (Fitzgerald,
2004), as well as the maintenance and diffusion of the software (Michlmayr, 2004; Lakhani
and Hippel, 2003). These studies provide great insight into the collaborative software
development process that characterizes FLOSS projects and users’ involvement. The
aforementioned studies provide insight into the FLOSS development process as well as
community involvement in FLOSS projects. As noted by Staring in 2005 “the study of open
source approaches represents a rich and largely untapped resource for institutionalized
education” (Staring, 2005). Although rapidly growing the current number of studies on
FLOSS communities from an educational point of view is still relatively limited. This was
also confirmed by Bacon and Dillon’s position paper on the potential of FLOSS approaches in
education, by highlighting that there are still no empirical studies available which offer a
reliable insight into the potential uses of FLOSS approaches in education.

3.1. Skills learnt in FLOSS
The FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey (Ghosh & Glott 2005) reveals that a considerable share
of the FLOSS community members knew already quite a lot about FLOSS at the time they
join the community (Figure 6). One third knew already a lot about technical aspects of
FLOSS, and more than one fourth, respectively, knew a lot about differences between
software licenses and the philosophy of FLOSS. Only the way how work and collaboration is
organized in the FLOSS community appears as quite unknown to newcomers.
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At the time you joined the FLOSS community, how much did you already know about ...

33,1
technical aspects of FLOSS?

15,9

28,4
the difference between FLOSS
licenses and proprietary licenses?

%
26,8

27,4
the philosophy of free software?

27,7

11,0
the organisation of work and
cooperation?

43,8

n = 1413
I knew nothing

I knew a lot

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey 2005

Figure 6: Knowledge about FLOSS before joining the community
45% - 50% of the respondents say that they knew “a little” about all four aspects of FLOSS
we have asked for in the FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey (not displayed in Figure 6). As a
conclusion, for a good part of the newcomers learning about FLOSS within the community
does not start by zero, they have already basic knowledge about most of the fundamental
aspects of FLOSS before they join the community.
To integrate and/or play a role in the FLOSS community is not per se and not only dependent
on good programming skills, it can also require expertise in patents law and license issues or
management skills and capacities to mobilise community members in order to exercise
pressure on political and economic decision-makers. Since the lingua franca of the
community is English and since many software projects ask for translations of the code and
programme documentation into other languages (so-called “localisation”), language skills are
also required in the FLOSS community. All these skills can however be learnt within the
community, through interaction with other community members and project participation.
These skills are however not equally important for all individual members. Table 4 illustrates
that coding skills are the ones that are considered to be learned best within the FLOSS
community, whereas the shares of those saying they learned a lot of managerial skills appear
lowest in comparison to the other skills. This does however not imply that managerial skills
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are not learnt – the community members focus on coding skills because software development
provides the centre of the CoPs in FLOSS. As we will see later, managerial skills play quite
an important role when skills learnt in the FLOSS community are compared to formal
courses.
Skills learned in FLOSS

I learned a lot

To understand the differences between copyrights, patents, and licences

51,7

To re-use code written by others

48,0

Basic / introductory programming skills

47,7

To run and maintain complex software systems

47,1

To understand licences

47,0

To write code in a way that it can be re-used

46,0

To understand copyright law issues

44,7

To become familiar with different programming languages

44,3

To get an overview of developments in software technology

44,3

To understand patent law issues

40,0

To look for and fix bugs

38,7

To better understand English, especially technical discussion

37,0

To design modular code

35,5

To get an overview of the skills you need in the software professions

33,2

To clearly articulate an argument

27,3

To express personal opinions

27,2

To accept and to respond to criticism from others

27,0

To improve your understanding of liability issues

23,5

To coordinate own work with the work of others

23,4

To understand and work with people from different cultures

22,9

To document code

22,4

To interact with other people

18,6

To evaluate the work of others

18,5

To lead a project or a group of people

17,4

To keep a community going

15,8

To clearly define and achieve targets

14,3

To motivate people

13,0

To create new algorithms

12,4

To settle conflicts within a group

12,4

To plan work and stick to a work schedule

7,1
n = 1453

(Multiple responses ordered by shares (%) of respondents)

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey 2005

Table 4: Skills that are learnt a lot within the FLOSS community

Before we examine these ways of knowledge transfer in detail in the following sections we
will show that indeed the community is extremely successful in managing this transfer. For
this purpose and in order to examine how different degrees of expertise affect the learning
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behaviour within the community we distinguish 12 different types of FLOSS community
members by their experience, which we measure by age and sojourn time within the
community:
Young novices (15-26 years old, up to 3 years in community):
Young semi-experienced (15-26 years, 4-5 years):

7.9 %
10.7 %

Young experienced (15-26 years, 6-7 years):

9.7 %

Young experts (15-26 years, >7 years):

6.9 %

Middle-aged novices (27-32 years, up to 3 years):

3.1 %

Middle-aged semi-experienced (27-32 years, 4-5 years):

5.6 %

Middle-aged experienced (27-32 years, 6-7 years):

8.1 %

Middle-aged experts (27-32 years, >7 years):

16.8 %

Old novices (>32 years, up to 3 years):

2.1 %

Old semi-experienced (>32 years, 4-5 years):

3.8 %

Old experienced (>32 years, 6-7 years):

5.6 %

Old experts (>32 years, >7 years):

19.8 %

We use the combination of these two features because an indicator of expertise that is based
on project-experience alone would fall short of the complexity of experience that can be made
in the FLOSS community and because age provides a hint for different socio-demographic,
especially professional backgrounds of community members. It can be assumed that a person
joining the community at the age of 15-20 has no profession or just started to learn a
profession, whereas a person joining the community at the age of 26 or older probably has
already some professional experience.
Table 5 shows the shares of the 12 expertise cohorts who answered that they learned some or
a lot of these skills. Above average shares are highlighted and skills that showed no
differences between cohorts are excluded.
The young cohort of the community shows the strongest skills improvement, in form of a kind
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of “learning curve” that is characterised by a continuous expansion of skills improvements
across and within all fields over the four expertise groups. The “learning curve” starts with the
social skill “to express personal opinions” and the general skills to improve English capacities
and to interact with other people. The semi-experienced young community members show an
increasing scope of skills improvements in these two fields, but the main characteristic of this
cohort is that programming skills are improved a lot. The experienced young community
members show an increase of the scope of skills improvements that is observed within the
semi-experienced, but they exceed this scope by skills improvements in managerial and legal
skills, too. Finally, the young experts show typical improvements of all skills except for two
legal skills and the technical skill “to run and maintain complex software systems”.
In contrast to the “learning curve” of the young cohort, the middle-aged cohort is
characterised by alternating expansion and contraction of the scope of skills that are improved
over the four expertise groups, with changing focus on different skill fields. The novices focus
on improving basic / introductory programming skills, which they obviously try to achieve by
looking for bugs and fixing them. But they also typically try to motivate others, which implies
that they have a concrete objective aligned with their entry into the community. The middleaged semi-experienced report a much broader set of skills they see improved through
participating in the FLOSS community, mainly managerial, legal, and social skills. The
experienced middle-aged community members show a decreased scope of skills that are
improved as compared to the semi-experienced, and in contrast to their counterparts they
focus on technical and legal skills. Finally, the middle-aged experts observe skills
improvements on an equally broad scope than the semi-experienced, but they focus on
technical and managerial skills.
The old cohort within the FLOSS community shows no typical profile of skills improvement
among the novices and semi-experienced. The skills improvement profile of the old
experienced community members is characterised by a focus on legal and social skills,
whereas the old experts focus very much on managerial skills.
Overall, these observations illustrate that learning behaviour differs considerably between
different groups of community members with regard to the degree of experience the group
members have. The most striking finding is that apparently young community members –
who lack professional experience that the older cohorts make outside the community - find in
the FLOSS community a learning environment that allows them going through a completely
informal but very comprehensive curriculum in order to become full-fledged FLOSS
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programmers, coordinators and activists.

Expertise cohorts (age, sojourn time in community in years)
young semiyoung novices
experienced
(15-26, 0-3)
(15-26, 4-5)

Technical skills

Basic / introductory programming skills
To write code in a way that it can be re-used
To re-use code written by others
To document code
To become familiar with different programming
languages

n=111
73,1
74,3
77,4
50,0

n=150
83,7
84,2
83,9
62,8

middle-aged
young
young experts
experienced
novices
(15-26, >7)
(15-26, 6-7)
(27-32, 0-3)
n=136
80,3
83,0
84,3
71,4

n=97
78,9
84,0
90,4
66,0

n=44
80,0
75,0
75,6
56,1

middle-aged
semiexperienced
(27-32, 4-5)
n=79
72,2
71,1
81,1
56,8

middle-aged
experienced
(27-32, 6-7)

middle-aged
experts
(27-32, >7)

old novices
(33-66, 0-3)

old semiexperienced
(33-66, 4-5)

old
experienced
(33-66, 6-7)

old experts
(33-66, >7)

Total

n=114
66,1
73,9
89,1
63,6

n=237
75,8
85,3
86,1
59,5

n=29
53,6
69,2
76,9
33,3

n=53
45,7
55,3
77,1
52,2

n=79
63,2
69,3
75,0
46,5

n=278
63,8
75,7
83,6
62,3

n=1407
71,7
77,8
83,3
59,3

67,0

76,4

80,7

89,4

65,0

75,3

81,7

79,7

66,7

72,9

71,1

70,3

75,8

To design modular code

67,3

69,2

80,3

78,7

70,7

62,2

68,8

77,4

55,6

41,3

50,7

68,2

69,4

Managerial
skills

To run and maintain complex software systems
To look for and fix bugs
To clearly define and achieve targets
To evaluate the work of others
To coordinate own work with the work of others
To lead a project or a group of people
To express personal opinions
To clearly articulate an argument

70,9
60,2
42,6
58,5
48,4
32,6
57,9
54,8

81,6
76,4
41,3
52,5
54,9
42,6
66,7
68,1

81,7
72,0
50,8
69,0
65,1
45,6
74,6
74,0

78,3
76,6
59,3
69,8
72,1
48,2
73,0
70,5

63,4
75,0
41,7
54,1
51,4
41,7
51,3
59,0

75,9
69,7
58,7
54,7
66,2
50,0
74,0
73,6

75,5
77,8
39,8
62,1
56,4
35,7
60,8
64,4

85,3
80,4
47,7
63,5
66,0
42,3
66,7
64,4

55,6
50,0
42,9
53,6
44,4
35,7
46,4
46,4

67,4
48,9
35,7
42,9
33,3
27,3
43,2
51,1

71,6
64,5
43,5
55,2
59,1
47,7
64,3
55,1

76,0
72,6
50,2
62,4
66,8
51,4
56,7
59,4

77,1
72,2
47,3
60,4
60,9
43,7
63,4
63,5

Social skills

To accept and to respond to criticism from others

58,9

72,2

74,6

77,5

59,0

67,1

62,7

65,3

39,3

50,0

73,9

66,1

66,6

Legal skills

To settle conflicts within a group
To motivate people
To understand copyright law issues
To understand patent law issues
To understand licences
To understand the differences between copyrights,
patents, and licences
To improve understanding of liability issues
To better understand English, especially technical
discussion

30,4
33,0
68,0
67,3
81,6

35,0
37,9
75,7
70,9
83,9

49,2
39,8
78,0
73,3
85,6

52,3
61,9
81,7
81,7
82,6

41,7
45,7
78,9
73,0
78,9

47,9
49,3
88,2
82,7
89,5

45,9
37,4
81,7
78,9
91,8

42,3
38,4
80,8
78,9
86,8

21,4
39,3
64,3
60,7
71,4

19,5
32,6
70,0
61,2
74,5

50,7
48,5
78,4
80,0
82,7

49,2
46,6
79,6
76,0
86,5

43,2
42,4
78,4
75,3
85,0

To interact with other people
General skills

To understand and work with people from different
cultures
To get an overview of the skills you need in the
software professions

78,8

76,5

87,1

89,0

73,7

85,3

89,0

84,1

78,6

68,0

85,1

85,1

83,2

42,3

57,5

62,4

65,2

51,4

68,5

59,8

58,3

46,4

47,8

62,2

63,9

59,1

72,5

72,8

74,8

65,6

42,9

65,8

67,0

63,6

32,1

33,3

50,0

47,1

60,8

64,0

68,2

64,9

71,7

60,5

64,5

65,4

58,1

42,9

45,5

47,2

53,1

60,0

56,1

65,1

68,2

68,9

48,7

63,2

48,1

63,8

53,6

38,6

63,0

61,2

60,8

72,0

75,5

80,0

76,7

69,2

71,6

75,5

79,6

57,1

60,9

73,0

69,8

73,9

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developers Survey

Table 5: Skills learned in the FLOSS community - by expertise cohorts

3.2. The value of FLOSS skills
As Hemetsberger & Reinhardt (2006a; 2006b) point out, the FLOSS community must find
ways to transfer the knowledge necessary to integrate and perform in the community to
newcomers. Like table 5, table 6 implies that people join the community at different age, with
different backgrounds, different capacities and resources, and with different objectives. The
middle-aged novices have already the knowledge and skills to start immediately working on
projects while the young and the old apparently involve themselves in projects after they
stayed in the community for a significant period of time. Obviously, the middle-aged attain
these skills somewhere outside the community before they become active in the community.
The young obviously do not dispose of such external experience, they have to learn in all
project-related issues, but the longer they stay in the community the more active and
experienced they become. Young experts provide the highest degrees of project involvement,
project leadership, and networking. Finally, the old community members show comparably
low degrees of project involvement and project leadership, but they show significant
networking activities. These differences may not only relate to different interests and
capacities of these groups. They are probably also partially due to technological changes and
the changed role of the FLOSS community for software markets and the information society.
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Compared to the pioneers of the FLOSS community, which are mainly represented by the
“experts” of the old and the middle-aged group, novices, semi-experienced and experienced
community members found a relatively large number of existing projects and a well
developed infrastructure for communicating, dealing with code, and learning.

In how many FLOSS
projects are you involved
at present?

In how many FLOSS
projects did you
participate since you
joined the community?

And how many FLOSS
projects did you lead
since you joined the
community?

With how many Free /
Libre / Open Source
Software developers do
you have regular
contact?

young novices (15-25, 0-3)

2,0

8,7

0,8

10,3

young semi-experienced (15-25, 4-5)

2,5

6,6

1,5

8,3

Expertise cohorts (age, sojourn time in
FLOSS community in years)

young experienced (15-25, 6-7)

3,0

9,4

1,2

12,6

young experts (15-25, >7)

3,9

15,9

2,2

17,1

middle-aged novices (26-32, 0-3)

3,3

16,9

0,7

5,6

middle-aged semi-experienced (26-32, 4-5)

2,7

4,8

1,3

9,5

middle-aged experienced (26-32, 6-7)

3,3

8,1

1,5

11,0

middle-aged experts (26-32, >7)

3,4

9,5

1,8

12,8

old novices (33-66, 0-3)

2,0

3,2

0,6

13,6

old semi-experienced (33-66, 4-5)

2,4

6,0

0,6

8,3

old experienced (33-66, 6-7)

2,3

6,2

1,1

15,6

old experts (33-66, >7)

3,4

10,1

1,7

11,8

Total (average)

3,0

9,1

1,4

11,7

Numbers in cells are mean values

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developers Survey

Table 6: Performance of different age and experience cohorts in the FLOSS
community

With regard to the core interest of the FLOSSCOM project two questions regarding the
learning processes in the FLOSS community appear crucial: The first is whether or not
FLOSS can provide skills better than formal computer science courses; the second is whether
skills learnt in FLOSS can compete with formal degrees on the labour market.
Figure 7 shows how developers and employers13 assess the skills that can be learned in the
FLOSS community as compared to formal computer science courses. Evidently FLOSS skills
are favoured stronger by the community members than by employers, which is explained by
the fact that FLOSS community members identify stronger with their community than human
resources managers of companies.

13

Data on employers is taken from the FLOSSPOLS Employer Survey that was carried out by MERIT in
2004. Human resources managers of 115 companies that are experienced in FLOSS have participated in this
survey. A reservation must be made with regard to the validity of the results of the employer survey, as 71% of
the respondents say FLOSS plays an important or very important role for their company. .
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To write re-usable code, to get an awareness of legal issues, to deal with criticism, and to
coordinate own work with the work of others are the five skills that get most assent from
community members as skills that can better be learned in FLOSS than in formal computer
science courses. Interestingly, the first four of these skills are also the ones that get most
assent from employers, though the internal order of these four differs from the one of the
community members. Overall, these findings illustrate that in the perspective of community
members as well as in the perspective of employers the FLOSS community provides a broad
variety of skills –technical (coding), managerial, and legal skills –better than formal computer
science courses.

Sources: FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey 2005, FLOSSPOLS Employer Survey 2005

Figure 7: Skills better learnt in FLOSS than in formal computer science courses –
community members’ and employers’ view compared

Community members as well as employers regard informal skills attained in FLOSS as very
competitive on the labour market. 85% of the employers say that FLOSS experience adds
value to formal computer science degrees. 38% of the employers consider informal
qualifications and formal qualifications to be equal, 29% think that formal qualifications are
better, and 17% consider informal qualifications to be better. 16% do not know which of the
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two qualifications is better. Four fifths of the FLOSS community members are convinced that
proven FLOSS experience can compensate for a lack of formal degrees, and three fifths
consider the skills they learn within the FLOSS community as core skills for their
professional career.
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4. HOW LEARNING IN FLOSS IS ORGANIZED
FLOSS production is a highly collaborative construction process targeted at solving complex
problems (Scharff 2002), wich was coined by Benkler (Benkler 2002) as commons-based
peer production (CBPP). CBPP "refers to any coordinated, (chiefly) internet-based effort
whereby volunteers contribute project components, and there exists some process to combine
them to produce a unified intellectual work. CBPP covers many different types of intellectual
output, from software to libraries of quantitative data to human-readable documents (manuals,
books, encyclopedias, reviews, blogs, periodicals, and more)."as summarized by Krowne
(Krowne 2005). Scharff (Scharff 2002) therefore described FLOSS communities as
collaborative learning environments and analysed the principles of how open source
communities collaboratively solve complex problems and identified the following
characteristics as being relevant:
•

Open source participants engage in personally meaningful activities.

“In open source, projects must be designed so that a potentially large group of individuals
with diverse motivations can all carve out personally meaningful chunks. Open source
communities engage in collaborative discussion and construction to learn their mutual needs
and negotiate to produce something meaningful for everyone. In particular, communities use
collaborative technology to share ideas (and software) and often engage in conscious creation
of priorities in the form of “wish lists” and ‘TODO items’.”
•

Designing software helps create solutions to ill-structured problems.

“In complex design activities, there are often no optimal solutions or any straightforward
notions of the “right answer.” Learning in these contexts is not about the acquisition of facts
but involves the continuous activities of framing and solving problems.”
•

Communities rely heavily on shared external representations.

“Externalizations are important because they are easily shared and reflected upon.”
•

Collaborative Technologies are used extensively.

“In most open source projects, computer-based collaborative tools are the primary media for
communication.”
•

Contributions are incremental and continuously integrated.

“Open source communities provide examples of how boundaries in learning activities can be
more fluid. Many interesting problems are continuous, even though we lack the ability to
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handle ongoing activities. Learning situations are often constrained by numbers of
participants, available time, geographic locality, and so on. Open source communities are not
static.”14
Learning is always to a great deal an individual exercise it always depends on external factors.
Collaborative learning in the FLOSS community is highly dependent on the interaction
between community members and the resources the community provides. These aspects are
examined in the following sections of this chapter.

14

Though Scharff might not have been aware about, with the last point (Contributions are incremental and
continuously integrated) he actually describes a process of continuous improvement (CPI), also known as
Kaizen. The concept is frequently used within the business sector. The philosophy behind is that the
management understands that revealed mistakes in the past are a chance to improvement in the future.
Therefore the goal of CPI is to use the potential of the employees to improve all processes on a continuous
base to maximize the performance of the organization. Along with this CPI is seen to increase the quality of
processes, products and services, as well as the production output. In FLOSS this is certainly the case, and
understanding FLOSS as learning environments one could talk about a learning environment that is in a
continuous improvement situation where new learner don’t start at scratch but build upon past experiences of
other.
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4.1. Interaction and activities
Participating in the FLOSS community is aligned with a high degree of collaboration and
communication between numerous people. The FLOSS Developers Survey (Ghosh et al.2002:
40) revealed a bimodal pattern of regular contacts to other community members (Figure 8).

Source: FLOSS Developer Survey 2002

Figure 8: Number of regular contacts of FLOSS community members to other
members

Most community members have regular contacts to 1-5 other community members, 17% have
no regular contacts to other members at all, and 15% have regular contacts to 6-10 other
community members. Altogether, these shares indicate that the impression of huge volatile
networks stretching across the world that people may have when the FLOSS community is
imagined is not very realistic. Only a minority of about 5% has regular contacts to more than
50 other community members. Figure 9 shows that this minority obviously consists of
community members with a central function (here: leading a project) in large FLOSS
development projects or maintainers of forums or mailing lists etc.
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Source: FLOSS Developer Survey 2002

Figure 9: Number of regular contacts in the FLOSS community and project
leadership
Figure 10 illustrates that a large majority (72%) of FLOSS community members got
experience from a rather small number of projects. Roughly one fifth got experience from six
to ten projects.

Source: FLOSS Developer Survey 2002

Figure 10: Total number of projects since joining the FLOSS community
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Further insight in the interactions within the community is provided when detailed activities
are considered, which has been done in the FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey (Ghosh & Glott
2005a), which has been answered by 1453 FLOSS community members. The FLOSS
community is often described and perceived as a community of software developers.
However, it is evident that the activities within the community are not only limited to
software development, i.e. to actually coding software. There are people required to translate
software and texts, to organise events, and there are a lot of political activities that are clearly
not covered by the term software development. By a principal component analysis six distinct
fields of activities within the FLOSS community could be distinguished.15 Each of the activity
fields is characterised by a unique set of inter-related activities that distinguishes this activity
field from other fields of activity (i.e. an activity that is characteristic for one field of activities
does not appear as a typical element of another field of activities):
•

Organising /administrating activities
o I organise workshops etc.
o I participate in technical workshops etc.
o I moderate mailing lists
o I administer websites



Programming activities
o I read bug-reports / release reports
o I test software
o I write code / fix bugs / provide patches
o I package software
o I provide ideas for new features for software projects



Mobilising (political) activities
o I raise public awareness for FLOSS
o I convince people to migrate towards FLOSS
o I participate in political activities

15

Together, the six components account for 58 per cent of the variation of answers to the question for the
activities of FLOSS developers. In total, respondents could choose from 22 activities.
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Assisting / coordinating activities
o I provide graphics, sounds, other creative elements
o I document software
o I have a coordinating function in projects



Communicating activities
o I answer questions in forums
o I read questions & answers in forums
o I participate in discussions



Translating activities
o I translate software or documentation
o I translate texts (philosophy)



Other activities3
o I provide documents like tutorials, HOWTOs, etc.
o I observe what the others do

Figure 11 shows the share of community members who perform these 22 items very often.
I read questions & answers in forums
I convince people to migrate towards FLOSS
I raise public awareness for FLOSS
I observe what the others do (inactive)
I write code / fix bugs / provide patches
I test software
I read bug-reports / release reports
I participate in discussions
I coordinate projects
I administer websites
I answer questions in forums
I package software
I provide ideas for projects
I participate in political activities
I moderate mailing lists
I provide tutorials, HOWTOs, etc.
I participate in technical workshops etc.
I translate software or documentation
I document software
I organise workshops etc.
I provide creative elements
I translate texts (philosophy)
0,0

5,0

10,0

15,0

20,0

25,0

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey 2005, n = 1453

Figure 11: Activities performed very often by FLOSS community members
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Communicating activities, such as reading Q&A and mobilizing activities provide the main
activities within the FLOSS communities, together with the general task to observe what is
going on in the community. The second important group of activities is provided by
programming activities. The least important activities are to organizing activities and
translation, together with some assisting activities.
Based on these fields of activities, a cluster analysis allowed to allocate FLOSS community
members to typical activity groups, i.e. groups of community members performing the same
distinct set of activities within the community. Overall eight such activity groups can be
distinguished:
o Convincers (23% of the community)
o Mobilisers (9%)
o Mobilising communicators (8%)
o High-level activists (5%)
o Assisting mobilisers (11%)
o Indetermined (19%)
o Programmers (13%)
o Programming communicators (13%)
Table 7 shows the activity profile for each of these activity groups across the 22 activities. In
order to visualise the distinct profiles of the activity groups only activities that are performed
often or very often are considered. The yellow cells indicate shares above average, i.e.
activities on which a group is focused. Evidently, the profiles are not clear-cut in the sense
that an activity that is typically performed often by one group is not performed often by
another group, too. For instance, mobilising activities and programming activities are typical
for many activity groups. What constitutes and distinguishes the activity groups is their
unique

mix

of

activities

across

the

six

activity

fields.
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Groups of FLOSS community members by activities

Activity field

Organising
/administrating

Programming

Mobilising
(political)

Assisting /
coordinating

Communicating

Translating

Convincers

Mobilisers

Mobilising
communicators

High-level
activists

Assisting
mobilisers

Indetermined

Programmers

Programming
communicators

Total

n=255

n=101

n=84

n=58

n=122

n=210

n=149

n=146

n=1225

I organise workshops etc.

6,2

38,8

-

50,0

8,3

-

-

7,5

18,9

I participate in technical
workshops etc.

9,1

60,4

7,3

56,1

8,9

9,0

13,5

8,5

19,9

I moderate mailing lists

22,2

61,3

40,0

67,6

26,5

23,3

22,6

41,1

42,1

I administer websites

15,7

57,4

12,5

54,2

53,8

13,5

29,6

29,7

36,8

I read bug-reports / release
reports

52,0

42,3

37,8

54,5

36,1

13,9

75,7

51,0

45,6

I test software

52,2

49,0

45,1

54,5

55,7

8,3

58,5

45,8

45,3

Activity

I write code / fix bugs / provide
patches

18,3

47,7

20,6

31,9

49,1

11,8

64,2

51,4

36,4

I package software

19,5

36,2

22,5

41,5

24,4

-

43,8

28,7

28,9

I provide ideas for new features
for software projects
I raise public awareness for
FLOSS
I convince people to migrate
towards FLOSS

8,7

31,6

23,1

33,9

32,2

3,9

34,2

30,7

22,9

77,3

73,3

68,7

87,9

68,3

22,0

25,2

29,9

54,5

79,2

64,0

54,8

82,5

65,6

27,4

20,1

43,1

53,5

I participate in political activities

21,4

28,4

26,1

58,6

26,6

9,6

10,2

6,2

21,0

I provide graphics, sounds,
other creative elements

3,6

9,3

5,6

12,1

33,6

-

-

2,6

13,7

I document software

0,8

20,0

15,6

30,8

42,9

3,1

10,4

16,5

16,5

I have a coordinating function
in projects

15,4

67,0

9,7

48,9

62,1

23,4

39,7

43,9

41,5

I answer questions in forums

8,6

19,6

37,3

39,3

24,3

4,9

8,3

74,0

23,6

I read questions & answers in
forums

68,9

40,2

81,0

63,8

68,0

53,2

21,9

95,9

61,7

I participate in discussions

23,8

62,0

48,2

57,9

36,4

12,2

31,8

76,0

38,2

I translate software or
documentation

3,4

3,2

36,1

37,5

5,1

-

6,3

-

14,6

-

-

8,9

32,1

-

-

-

-

10,6

I translate texts (philosophy)

Other

I provide documents like
tutorials, HOWTOs, etc.

7,1

16,1

24,7

43,1

27,7

3,4

9,7

21,1

16,6

I observe what the others do

73,0

27,6

63,3

46,3

60,7

69,2

43,1

33,9

56,8

Multiple response, percentages do not add up to 100%

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developers Survey

Source: FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey 2005

Table 7: Activity fields and activity groups in the FLOSS community
High-level activists and the two groups of mobilisers (which differ with regard to the role of
organizing activities and the residual category of “other activities”) are the most active groups
within the FLOSS community, performing the whole or almost the whole spectrum of
activities within FLOSS often or very often. The two groups of communicators are also quite
active, but they focus on different activity fields and ignore (as compared to other activity
groups) organizing and assisting communities. Mobilising communicators are, apart from the
undetermined, the only activity group that shows no remarkable activity in the field of
programming activities. Programmers have set their focus on programming activities and
show no above average share in any activity of other activity fields. Convincers perform some
programming activities (reading bug and release reports and testing software) and some
mobilizing activities (they like to convince others to migrate to FLOSS or at least try to raise
public awareness for FLOSS, but participating in political activities is obviously not on their
agenda). Apart from that, it appears very important for this group to keep an overview of what
is going on in the FLOSS community in general, as they provide the highest share of those
who often or very often observe what the others do. The latter item is the only item where the
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undetermined show an above average share.
Interactions between FLOSS community members have been examined by the means of
social network analysis.16 In the management sciences, social network analysis is often
referred to as Organizational Network Analysis (ONA), and provides means of making the
hidden patterns of information flow of an organization visible. Some benefits of social
network analysis studies in FLOSS include the following:
•

understanding how FLOSS communities are organized

•

interaction between programmers working in a given software project.

•

analyzing the structure and modelling the evolution of social interaction in F/OSS
communities (Valverde06, Crowston05, Weiss2007).

•

studying how software developers and users relate with among themselves, how they
are organized, how they take decisions and how they distribute the work load
(Barahona2004).

•

understanding knowledge collaboration in F/OSS development (Ohira, et al., 2005).

•

visualizing how individuals interact in F/OSS projects' mailing lists (Sowe, et al.
2006b), how to find a list of candidates who are expert in a specific topic (Chen, et
al., 2006), and seeking out top collaborators and the ways that they collaborate with
each other in an organization (Fisher, 2003).

The FLOSS development process produces massive quantities of data which software
engineering researchers can use to build and visualize the behaviour and relationships
between individual nodes. Such large source of data gives researchers an unprecedented
level of detail in social network analysis, along with the potential for new understanding,
and useful predictions. In recent times, social network analysis studies in FLOSS have
intensified. In Xu, et al., 2005 and Madey, et al., 2002, software developers form nodes on a
network (graph) and links or edges exist between the nodes if developers participate on the

16

The field of social networks makes the observations and measurements of these relationships possible
(Sowe, 2007d; Denning, 2004). A social network is a social structure made of nodes (which are generally
individuals or organizations) that are connected or linked by one or more specific types of relations or ties,
such as belonging to the same project or community. A link can either be directed or undirected. A direct link
may exist between two nodes A and B if there is one-way relationship. That is A talks to B. An undirected
link, on the other hand, shows a reciprocal relationship of the form A talks to B and B talks to A. Social
networks are usually represented as graphs, depicting relationships or connections that exist between the
entities being studied. For instance, Figure 12 is a social network showing the relationship between individuals
and three. In the figure, mailing lists form nodes (represented by squares) or points on a bipartite graph and
two or more nodes are linked by a line if a poster (represented by spheres) posts email messages to the lists.
The abundance of data resulting from the FLOSS development process and individuals’ activities in the
Internet has made it possible for researchers to observe and measure millions of linkages or relationships that
may exist between individuals. The internet enables virtual interaction that overcome the barriers associated
with face-to-face communication between individuals, some researchers (Steven and Faraj, 2005) have coined
the term “Electronic knowledge networks” or (EKNs) to refer to network of individuals who rely on electronic
communication to exchange knowledge.
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same project. In these studies, identification of clusters exposed connected groups of
software developers across FLOSS projects hosted at the sourceforge.net. Such networks
revealed a small group of highly prolific software developers or ''linchpins''. In a study of
mailing list network, Sowe, et al. 2006 found out that participants in one list are connected
to participants in another list in the Debian project (Figure 12). The presence of knowledge
brokers in the mailing lists network in is akin to the discovery of linchpin developers in Xu,
et al., 2005 .

Figure 12: Knowledge brokers in mailing lists network

The visualization (Figure 12) shows that posters (community members who post in a forum)
could be located at more than one node in the network and are capable of sharing their
knowledge with other participants in other nodes. The exchange of email messages was
used to establish ties between the nodes (Ghosh, 2004; Hanneman and Riddle, 2005. Each
tie was weighted as the number of email messages contributed by each individual. The
mailing lists network enabled the identification of three groups or structures within the lists.
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1. Group one. Consider, for example, posters deb367 in the KDE17 list, deb141 in the
Mentors list and deb422 in the User list. These posters posted more information and/or
provided more assistance within the lists they participated. Both knowledge seeking
and knowledge providing are localized in these groups.
2. Group two. Posters who participated across lists, externalizing their knowledge and
expertise and helping answer questions knowledge seekers posted. For example;
User U KDE = {deb111, deb114,...}
KDE U Mentors = {deb230, deb050,...}
MentorsU User = {deb010, deb274,...}
3. Group three. At the center of the visualization is a group of 15 posters (e.g. deb600)
called Knowledge brokers (Sowe, et al. 2006b}. They link all the three nodes in the
network. By linking and collaborating with list participants, they serve an important
function as community facilitators or hubs (Barbasi and Bonabeau, 2003) on the
network. Barbasi, 2002 (pp. 64) argued that hubs are special and paying attention to
them is well deserved. They are active members and dominate the structure of all
networks in which they are present, creating trends and fashions, making important
deals, etc.
In a similar study using mailing lists data to study the social network structure behind the
World Wide Web Consortium (Chen, et al, 2006) also found few experts located in the
center of the network of the communities in the W3C mailing lists. Thus, few conclusions
can be derived on the roles of experts or knowledge brokers in F/OSS projects mailing lists:
•

These experts or knowledge brokers are surrounded by a lot of other users''peripheral users''

•

Knowledge brokers replies more often to questions posted to mailing lists than
peripheral users. As with the case of the W3C mailing lists, on average,
candidate experts reply more often than non-candidate users.

•

Knowledge brokers do not cluster into some densely linked groups (or cliques)
in mailing lists networks. Probabilistically, they are usually separated into
some communities with other mailing lists participants.

17

KDE is a desktop environment for UNIX workstations, similar to those found under the MacOS or
Microsoft Windows.
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A number of other studies have also employed social network visualizations to visualize
communication flow among individuals by email logs (Gloor, et al., 2003}, to study
interaction among IRC channels users (Mutton, 2004), and to visualize the relationships
among modules in the Apache project (Barahona, et. al., 2004). Thus social network
analysis offers an important mechanism for the discovery of key individuals in FLOSS
communities, and help us determine who is who, who is interacting whit who, how much
individuals are contributing to community discourse, etc.

4.2. Learning Resources (non-technical)
FLOSS communities provide users with various types of learning resources, the “common”
ones like manuals, tutorials, or wikis, but also resources that might not be considered as
learning resources at a first point like mailing lists and forums. One unique aspect of all of
them is that they are jointly generated by user and developer and after generation
continuously updated and improved.
Scacchi (2002) identified 8 types of what he defined as “software informalisms” with each
having sub-types. With his 8 type classification Scacchi provides an overview of the
information systems within the FLOSS communities and their purposes. According to Scacchi
these software informalisms are used for (software) product requirement definition, sense
making, continuous discourse, and accountability. As noted by Scacchi the requirements for a
FLOSS product are, unlike for traditional software products, not pre-defined, but specified
through developer and user discourse that reference or link:
z

“email or bboard (forum) discussion threads,

z

system vision statements,

z

ideas about system functionality and the non-functional need for volunteer developers
to implement the functionality,

z

promotional encouragement to specify and develop whatever functionality you need,
which might also help you get a new job, and

z

scholarly scientific research publications that underscore how the requirements of
domain-specific software (e.g., for astronomical imaging), though complex, are
understood without elaboration, since they rely on prior scientific/domain knowledge
and tradition of open scientific research.”(Scacchi 2002)
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From the learning point of view the 8 informalisms might help in understanding the type of
“Learning Resources” that users in FLOSS in general dispose about. Following it will be
briefly referred to the each informalisms, to subsequently have a look at them from a
“Learning Resource” point of view.
The software programme itself might be seen as an analogue to the content of a course in
formal education. But unlike in education, or even in formal software development, there is
no such think as a “Requirement Specification” document for FLOSS products. Instead users
and developer are in a constant re-negotiation of the software’s features, functions or design
(Scacchi 2002).
“…it appears that the requirements for open software are co-mingled with Design,
implementation, and testing descriptions and software artifacts, as well as with user
manuals and usage artifacts (e.g., input data, program invocation scripts). Similarly, the
requirements are spread across different kinds of electronic documents including Web
pages, sites, hypertext links, source code directories, threaded email transcripts, and
more. In each community, requirements are described, asserted, or implied informally.
Yet it is possible to observe in threaded email/bboard discussions that community
participants are able to comprehend and condense wide-ranging software requirements
into succinct descriptions using lean media [39] that pushes the context for their creation
into the background. (Scacchi 2002)
Community communications
Mailing lists and forums are the common place for community communications to discus
about the requirement of the software or known bugs, but also other organizational aspect and
they are also the main place to provide support to users. Chats, instant messagings or voip are
also used but for more ad-hoc discussions. The advantage of communications in mailing lists
and forums is that other user can later on read through these.
In FLOSS messages often do not consist of questions and answers only, but also include the
“path” leading to the answers. This might include parts of the code discussed together with
references or links to other messages or software websites. Following Scacchi this provides
“some sense of context for how to understand messages, or where and how to act on them.”
Hemetsberger & Reinhardt (Hemetsberger & Reinhardt 2006a) suggests that members of
FLOSS communities learn and build collective knowledge through the use of ‘technologies’
and the establishment of discursive practices that enable virtual re-experience. Following the
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problem solving processes, or other type of argumentation lines, are important learning
resources of FLOSS communities that enable other users’ re-experience. With this users get
access to “knowledge that is often tacit in nature but visible and observable in the common
practice of and interactions among competent practitioners”, which is “also highly contextual
and, therefore, cannot be externalized and taught independently from its context.” (Brown &
Duguid 1991)
Community members are well aware of the role of mailing lists and forums and consequently
expect that these resources are used first, before individual support might be provided .
Scenarios of usage as linked Web pages
To explain the functioning of the software “community participants create artifacts like
screenshots, guided tours, or navigational click-through sequences (e.g., “back”, “next” Web
page links) with supplementary narrative descriptions in attempting to convey their intent or
understanding of how the system operates, or how it appears to a user when used...participants
may publish operational program execution scripts or recipes for how to develop or extend
designated types of open software artifacts.” (Scacchi 2002). As a use case live demo versions
are also commonly available where users can log in at the front and back-ends to experience
the software in practice.
HowTo Guides
How to guides are also provided that explain how the software functions. Additionally
communities might dispose about FAQs, knowledge bases or wikis. (Meiszner 2007). Further
valuable “How To Guides” are also the community forums.
External Publications
All of the 4 cases that were examined by Scacchi, and 50% out of the 80 communities that
were reviewed by Meiszner (2007) provided also external publications. These publications
might consist of technical articles, books, news feeds, blog postings, or professional and
academic articles.
“Academic articles that are refereed and appear in conference proceedings or scholarly
journals…serve a similar purpose as professional articles, though usually with more
technical depth, theoretical recapitulation, analytical detail, and extensive bibliography of
related efforts. However, it may be the case that readers of academic research papers bring
to their reading a substantial amount of prior domain knowledge. This expertise may
enable them to determine what open software requirements being referenced may be
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obvious from received wisdom, versus those requirements that are new, innovative, or
otherwise noteworthy.”(Scacchi 2002)
Open Software Web Sites and Source Webs
Community websites have the advantage to provide the community with an information
infrastructure for “publishing and sharing open descriptions of software in the form of Web
pages, Web links, and software artefact content indexes or directories. These pages, hypertext
links, and directories are community information structures that serve as a kind of
organizational memory and community information system. Such a memory and information
system records, stores, and retrieves how open software systems and artefacts are being
articulated, negotiated, employed, refined, and coordinated within a community of
collaborating developer-users” and it might “include content that incorporates text, tables or
presentation frames, diagrams, or navigational images (image maps) to describe their
associated open software systems. This content may describe vision statements, assert system
features, or otherwise characterize through a narrative, the functional and non-functional
capabilities of an open software system…Web content that describes an open software system
often comes with many embedded Web links. These links associate content across Web
pages, sites, or applications.”(Scacchi 2002)
A characteristic of FLOSS is also the access to its source code. The source code can be
usually accessed at the project’s website or at repositories like e.g. sourceforge.net.
Software bug reports and issue tracking
“One of the most obvious and frequent types of discourse that appears with open software
systems is discussion about operational problems with the current version of the system
implementation. Bugs and other issues (missing functionality, incorrect calculation, incorrect
rendering of application domain constructs, etc.) are common to open software, much like
they are with all other software. However, in an open software development situation,
community participants rely on lean communication media like email, bug report bboards,
and related issue tracking mechanisms to capture, rearticulate, and refine implicit, mis-stated,
or unstated system requirements”(Scacchi 2002).
Traditional software system documentation
Open software systems are not without online system documentation or documentation
intended to be printed in support of end-users or developers. Scacchi noted that a general
problem of this type of documentation is that it is usually outdated, but that FLOSS software
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documentation, unlike the documentation of traditional software, benefits from the fact that it
can be updated by the community (user/learner generated content).
This could explain why many FLOSS communities introduced wikis (Meiszner 2007) as this
might be more convenient for constant changes and updates.
Software extension mechanisms and architectures
“The developers of software systems in each of the four communities seek to keep their
systems open through provision of a variety of extension mechanisms and architectures.
These are more than just open application program interfaces (APIs); generally they represent
operational mechanisms or capabilities.”(Scacchi 2002)

4.3. Knowledge creation in FLOSS communities
Hemetsberger and Reinhardt (Hemetsberger & Reinhardt 2006a; Hemetsberger 2006b)
examined the learning and knowledge creation processes within FLOSS communities at the
individual and group level. The objective of their work was to understand “how knowledge
sharing and creation processes develop at the interface of technology and communal
structures that effectively exploit the advantages of Internet technology and at the same time
are able to overcome the problem of tacit knowledge transformation.”
For their study Hemetsberger and Reinhardt adopted a social view of learning and knowledge
creation that promotes the idea that knowledge is deeply embedded in the technological and
social context of a community that creates and reproduces knowledge.
They view learning in FLOSS communities as experiential learning whereas learning is a
process whereby learning is created through the transformation of experiences as developed
by Kolb (1984).
In conceptualizing ways how to enable sharing and creating knowledge online Hemetsberger
and Reinhardt, like Bacon and Dillon, drew “on the communities of practice literature (Lave
and Wenger 1990; Brown and Duguid 1991; Wenger 1998; Wenger 2000) and on Donald
Schön’s notion of ‘the reflective practitioner’ (Schön 1999).” Hemetsberger and Reinhardt
carried their work out alongside three questions:
1. How do community members organize content with regard to their daily routines that
potentially transforms into knowledge for other members?
2. As open-source communities depend on attracting and socializing new members: how
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are new members enabled to accumulate the knowledge necessary for becoming a
valued member?
3. How do members co-create and conceptualize new ideas – create new knowledge – in
absence of physical proximity?
One of their key findings and a valid answer to all of these three questions, as highlighted at
the following paragraph, is: “enabling re-experience”: Enabling re-experience is a crucial
requirement for online learning and knowledge-building and a principle that FLOSS
communities are following.
“Our findings make one key assertion. They reveal that enabling re-experience constitutes the
fundamental mechanism for learning and knowledge-building to occur online. From an individual
perspective, learning is initiated by displaying information-rich content, both in a structural and in a
sequential order, as well as by instructive content and discourse. At the collective level, we found
participative practice, collective reflection and virtual experimentation processes to be explanatory with
respect to knowledge-building. Knowledge manifests itself online through a variety of contents displayed,
as well as through online discourse. Our analysis further documents how those manifestations of
knowledge initiate individual and collective processes of learning and knowledge-building. In the
following those processes are described in detail.” (Hemetsberger and Reinhardt, 2006a)

Re-experience is assured at various levels and by the use of different tools as following
briefly explained. Hemetsberger and Reinhard reviewed FLOSS communities from two
perspectives: the Learning Community and the Knowledge building community, describing
for each perspective where and how re-experience is assured.
The Learning Community
Past experiences and the problem solving processes are preserved and made available for
others at:
z

the source code; in the format of comments

z

the CVS repository and change log

z

the archives at the mailing list and forums

z

the documentary and / or wiki

As an illustration Hemetsberger and Reinhardt refer to the KDE projects website where that is
clear and transparent structured providing “information-rich content, in combination with
hypertext technology and the implementation of search functions”, which is seen as being “of
key importance for initiating productive inquiry and reflective observation”. Another
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important pre-requisite is open access to content and communication channels in order to
initiate search, individual reflection processes, and active experimentation.
Learners are provided with training facilities. To their surprise Hemetsberger and Reinhardt
found that the used technological tools are relatively simple, but still allow learning to take
place without person-to-person interaction, though in the case required help is available
through tools like e.g. chats or forums.
The existence of training facilities is, according to Hemetsberger and Reinhardt, not a
replacement to mentorship and / or face-to-face contacts for learners at the very beginning
stage. At this stage mentorship and/or face-to-face contact still seem to outperform Internet
technology and computer-mediated communication.
The Knowledge-building Community
Participative practice is assured through the CVS system and log file that keeps members
automatically updated on changes and e.g. allows for quick scans through changes. This also
includes information on the type of changes and the reasons behind.
This is assured through mailing lists or forums as platforms for members to engage in
communication

and

reflective

discourse.

The

virtual

environment,

the

different

(technological) components, the design of processes and structures play a crucial role for the
coordination of activities and to create and maintain a shared framework.
The findings of Hemetsberger and Reinhardt are well in line with the ones of Lin (Lin 2005a;
Lin 2005b). Lin approaches FLOSS from as social world’s theory viewpoint and justifies this
with the diversity of knowledge and layers of social organisations, dynamics and negotiation
orders within the FLOSS communities, which is higher than at other communities with more
firm boundaries.
Her view is “that FLOSS knowledge creation not only exists in code writing (i.e. converting
tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge as previous studies usually presuppose), but also in
everyday problem solving activities (tacit knowing is embodied and embedded in solving
problems).” She also highlights the four main factors relevant for learning in FLOSS (Figure
13): the applied performance tools as the basic requirement that enable knowledge
management and collaboration, which by the end supports the learner in his learning process.
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Source: Lin 2005

Figure 13: Beyond the CoP (Community of Practice) Strategy

The focus of Lin’s work seems to be on two points: problem solving and the importance of
tacit knowledge. As Lin points out, problem solving is “considered as the most essential
practice that evokes interactions. Knowledge creation in FLOSS communities is embodied
and embedded in solving a problem.” According to Lin “this problem-solving process is not a
straightforward ask-and-answer one-way activity. It involves various heterogeneous and
contingent factors concerning cognition, social skills and technical expertise.”
Like Hemetsberger and Reinhardt, Lin also stresses that the problem solving process, that
involves much of tacit knowledge, becomes explicit through engagement in online
discussions and the creation of knew knowledge. Due to the application of appropriate
technologies (CVS, mailing lists, forums, wikis, etc.) the social interactions become and
remain visible and therefore can support others within their learning activities. Thus the
problem solving process of one or more individuals is a learning activity for the individual
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that leads to the creation of new knowledge.
However, for knowledge creation purposes, asynchronous communication technologies, such as discussion
forums and mailing lists are used in order to make community members think before they act and respond.
In order to be successful in that respect, a strong culture of freedom, openness, and helpfulness has been
promoted throughout the history of the community. (Hemetsberger, 2006b)

Within her work Lin shows by the mean of cases “how conversations can be enacted via
engaging diverse actors in the problem solving processes, and how (tacit and local)
knowledge can be transmitted when problem based locality is shared.”

4.4. Knowledge exchange in FLOSS communities
“Software development is a knowledge-intense activity that often requires very high levels of
domain knowledge, experience, and intensive learning by those contributing to it” (von Krogh
et al, 2003). As stated in chapter 1, FLOSS communities are an exemplar of successful
software development. Moody (2001), Raymond (1999), Sawhney and Prandelli (2000) and
Wayner (2000) suggest that this success is related to the growth in the size of the developer
community. Hence, the joining of new members (newcomers) is extremely important in order
to maintain the sustainability of FLOSS projects. This, in turn, increases complexity, since
these newcomers have to be culturally integrated and taught in order to help them to become
competent members. At the same time, growing size of the community also aggravates
spreading the overall knowledge of the community to the individual community members.
Therefore, to offer opportunities for learning and self-development for newcomers as well on
the horizontal level between the experienced (but ever-learning) community members,
FLOSS communities have to define rules and norms, roles and facilities, i.e., they have to
provide channels in which knowledge is transferred from one community member to another
and from the experienced to the newcomers who are interested in contributing.
Regarding the learning process of newcomers, one could think of mentorship as a means for
knowledge flows from the experienced to the newcomers. Mentorship is an informal
relationship between an expert (mentor) and a newcomer (mentee or novice) for the purpose
of learning and self-development. However, mentorship in FLOSS communities appears to be
impossible because of the community dynamics, especially its fast growth in recent years. If
learning for newcomers would solely rest on the hands of experts the community would
probably not have been able to cope with the massive inflow of newcomers since 1990. One
should recall in this context that, according to the FLOSS Developer Survey (Ghosh et al.
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2002), in 1990 the size of the community was only 8% of its size in 2002 (see Figure 1).
Furthermore, it should be considered that young novices obviously need about 5 years to
become experts (see table 5). Together, these two observations imply that even under the
improbable assumption that each member of the community in 1990 was an expert each of
these experts would have been obliged to be a mentor for 5-6 or even more newcomers until
2002. Developing software and contributing to the FLOSS community as a social movement
would probably not have been possible to the observed degree if the learning process in the
community would rely on mentorship. Another reason that militates against mentorship is that
“experts may lack patience to guide a novice, and, from the novice’s viewpoint, someone
more proximate in experience may be a better teacher than the expert because the knowledge
gap is not as great” (Swap et al, 2001).
Therefore, other community members who are just advanced learners also support the
knowledge transfer process by transferring their knowledge to community members that have
marginally less knowledge. Conclusively, what characterizes knowledge transfer within
FLOSS communities is that this transfer can take place between community members that
have only marginal differences with regard to their expertise. As will be shown in chapter 5,
the technology that is used within the FLOSS community in order to communicate and
facilitate knowledge exchange enables knowledge transfer between community members that
do not know each other (personally) and / or that live in completely different places of the
world. These marginal knowledge differentials might be punctiform, i.e. someone who
belongs to the community for many years and with a lot of expertise in many fields can learn
from a newcomer if the newcomer disposes of a specific knowledge in a specific field that is
unknown to the expert.
Practically, the first learning steps are the most difficult because newcomers usually do not
know what questions to ask. So, many experts strongly recommend first reading other’s code,
the software manual (RTFM – “Read The Friendly Manual”), the list of frequently asked
questions (FAQ) or searching in the web (STFW - "Search The Friendly Web"). Moreover,
usually the community doesn’t give support on things that could be easily solved once
performing one of these activities. The following excerpt, taken from the KDE-devel-mailing
list (Reinhardt and Hemetsberger), provides an example of RTFM:
Newcomer:
Hello Everyone,
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I am totally new to KDevelop, please let me know what it is, when I saw it for the first time I
found it as if it is for developing new applications for KDE ...
Please tell me how to start with KDevelop ... if I want to develop some Applications like what
we do with visual basic on Windows platform then what is the best (Let me know whether I
can do something with QT Designer for Developing Applications to run on Linux ...)
Anyone please help me in this regard ... I am very much interested to develop GUI
applications for Linux ...
Thanks & Regards
Expert:
Maybe you want to wait for Visual Basic for Linux? Perhaps it is available in about 50 years.
Since you are new to Linux I can give you the astonishing advice to read the documents which
come with your system or are available at http://www.kde.org/. I do not believe that someone
here has the time to write the documentation especially for you.
I do not know where you come from. Perhaps you are used to Win systems. Obviously new
users there get a short introduction to system and all software packages by Bill himself.
You can believe me that I do not expect this mail to help you, but I could not resist.
Sorry!
However, when the newcomer shows that he has some degree of knowledge on the subject
and that he has tried to fix the problem, the community provides gratis support. The following
excerpt, taken from the Apache Usenet (Lakhani and von Hippel, 2003), presents an example
of this service:
Newcomer:
Subject: Apache 1.3.1 and FrontPage 98 extensions.
A small problem . . .
Hi,
I’ve compiled and installed Apache 1.3.1 with mod frontpage.c. That section seems to be
working. I have installed the FrontPage 98 extensions, and that seems to almost be working,
but I can’t find any relevant information anywhere about how to solve this problem. I can
look at a home page for a user, but I can’t publish to it. Whenever FrontPage tries to connect to the server, this message appears in the error logs:
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Thu Oct 8 10: 13:31 1998 [error] (104) Connection reset by peer: Incorrect permissions on
webroot “/usr/local/httpd/htdocs/_vti_pvt” and webroot’s _vti_pvt directory in
FrontPageAlias().
Thu Oct 8 10: 13:31 1998 [error] File does not exist:
/usr/local/httpd/htdocs/vti_bin/shtml.exe/_vti_rpc
I haven’t a clue how to fix it. Any help will be very appreciated, and a reply by e-mail will be
noticed more quickly (I’m terrible at remembering to check the newsgroups)
Thanks!
Expert:
Hi there,
There are two possible causes of your problem:
1. Make sure owner and group are the same and that the directories have the same set of
permissions. /home/user/public_html user group/home/user/public_html/_ vit_ bin www
group1 should be: /home/user/public_ html user group/public_html/_ vit_bin user group
2. Apache-fp utilizes fpexe and mod frontpage to provide a higher level of security. Part of the
mod frontpage code sets LOWEST_VALID_UID and LOWEST_VALID_GID. Users with
UIDs and GIDs less than these values will not be able to run the server extensions. These
values are configurable. For more information please check the SERK documentation and the
Apache-fp page.
Greetings.
These examples also illustrate a procedure which is commonly referred in the literature as
“pulling” (Berends, 2002), i.e., a learning process where it is the newcomer who takes the
initiative, for example, by asking a question to a more advanced learner. Otherwise, if it’s the
advanced learner who takes a proactive role and preselects the relevant and necessary
information for the newcomer, this process is called as “pushing”. Billet (1994) suggests four
different guided-learning strategies by which a mentor can support a newcomer:
1. Modeling: involves the mentor performing a task, which the newcomer observes. An
example of “modeling” may be the code tracking in the KDE subversion (SVN)
repository, using colors, tables and comments that describe the changes made;
2. Coaching: consists of the mentor observing and monitoring the newcomer’s
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performance, providing guidance, feedback, hints and tips;
3. Scaffolding: involves the mentor providing the newcomer with opportunities to
acquire knowledge that is within newcomer’s capacity. An example of “scaffolding”
may be the provision of tutorials, with exercises on coding and a step-by-step
guidance of how to understand these exercises. Thus, tutorials are also a very
important tool to support the newcomers first steps;
4. Fading: consists of “gradual removal of support until learners are able to conduct the
task autonomously” (Billet, 1994, p.12).
As stated in Lakhani and von Hippel (2003), the mentorship is not assigned, but is based on
volunteering. These authors concluded this by asking to a sample of 21 mentors (information
providers) to express their agreement or disagreement regarding the motivations for providing
answers to help the newcomers (information seekers) on Apache Usenet (Table 8). The results
of the statement (9) “because it is part of my job" make it clear, with 63% expressing
disagreement, 27% expressing neutrality and only 10% expressing agreement. Other
statements that are consistent with this conclusion are the three affirmations (1)-(3) in Table 1
having to do with reciprocity: “I help because I have been helped and/or expect to be helped
in the future”. Moreover, the majority of the information providers reported that they did not
knew the information seeker they were helping.
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I was motivated to answer because

Mean (standard deviation)

(1) I help now so I will be helped in the future

4.52 (1.25)

(2) I have been helped before in CIWS-U18— so I reciprocate

4.85 (2.08)

(3) I have been helped on Usenet before — so I reciprocate

4.61 (1.96)

(4) I answer to enhance my career prospects

3.76 (1.55)

(5) I want to enhance my reputation in OSS/Apache community

4.71 (1.35)

(6) I answer because its fun

4.81 (1.44)

(7) I answer to promote OSS

5.14 (1.35)

(8) I answer to take a break

4.65 (1.65)

(9) I answer because it is part of my job

2.23 (1.76)

(10) I have expertise in this area

4.47 (1.32)

(11) I am the authority in this area

2.47 (2.14)

(12) I answered because I thought the poster would
not get a good answer if I did not

4.52 (1.57)
seven-point scale: 1 - strongly disagree, 7 - strongly agree

Table 8: Providers’ views regarding their motives for providing answers to help
information seekers on Apache Usenet

In addition, when the same authors asked to the information providers the main motive for
reading or scanning questions on Usenet, the responses indicated to learn about problems that
other Apache users are experiencing (Table 9). In other words, this learning helps them to
control and improve their own Apache websites and software code.

18

CIWS-U is one of two Usenet newsgroups that address questions related to Apache web server software.
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Reasons for reading

Mean (standard deviation)

To learn

5.90 (1.58)

To answer

4.95 (1.02)

For fun

4.29 (1.19)

For break

4.81 (1.33)

Table 9: Providers’ reasons for reading or scanning questions on Usenet.

Hence, as stated also in Schon (1987), the learning process is not only important for the
newcomers, but also for the mentors, because it involves some form of reflection-in-action.
More precisely, as the newcomers may have different perspectives and may come up with
pertinent questions, the mentor is forced to reflect, possibly causing a rethinking of taken-forgranted assumptions and consequently an improvement in the learning process.
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5. TECHNOLOGICAL LEARNING RESOURCES
FLOSS projects are almost exclusively administered online. One of the most important
prerequisites for coordination and cooperation on the Internet is provided by the functionality
of various communication and groupware tools. They provide a meeting place for online
interaction without regard to time or physical location (Hemetsberger 2006). Many of these
tools were built by Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) communities; creating
products like wikis (Wikimedia), blogs (Wordpress), or social networking solutions (Elgg).
This section is aimed at providing some information on the type of tools that are available and
used within the FLOSS communities.
FLOSS projects are either hosted at their own platforms and systems, or they host their
project at a repository like sourceforge.net, or they choose a mixture of both. A mixture of
both has the benefits of creating a tailored community environment with own identity at the
own platforms/systems and to still take the advantage of the web based collaborative revision
control and software development management systems that sourceforge.net and others offer.
It might be required to shortly address the role of Sourceforge.net as being one of the (if not
the) largest providers with currently over 140.000 registered projects and more than 1.5
million registered users. Thus the benefit of placing a project partly or total at a side like
sourceforge.net lays not only within the provided services, but also within the visibility a
project gains. Systems like sourceforge.net provide FLOSS projects with a number of tools
from the day of start – even without having a own platform or system. Sourceforge e.g.
provides projects with a project website, a subversion system (SVN which can be compared
with the concurrent versioning systems / CVS), mailing lists, forums, repositories, or a
documentation space.
In a review of FLOSS projects that are listed at the www.opensourcecms.com[2] website
Meiszner (2007) found out that from 113 reviewed FLOSS projects 80 disposed about a own
platform or system (71%), meanwhile the remaining 33 (29%) were hosted at a service like
sourceforge.net. Though all of the reviewed communities develop software that provides a
broad range of communication and information tools, the tools that were actually used within
these communities appeared to be rather narrow as following shown. Almost 94% of all
communities had a forum and Documentation/Knowledgebase available and in 51% of the
cases a wiki was used for documentation / knowledgebase purposes (Table 10). Further on
more than half of the projects provided some type of news services with “85% of the
communities offered a project related news section, with another 50% offering additional
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news such as on the latest forum posts, latest blog entries, or RSS news feeds. Tags were used
in only 5 (6%) and video / podcasts in only 4 (5%) communities” (Meiszner 2007) .

Source: Meiszner 2007

Table 10: Tools for knowledge development and sharing

Relationship and trust building tools as described by Pór (Pór, 2004) are in most cases
integrated into the members profile within the forum software (and only occasionally outside
of the forum).
The high number of communities with member profile features, as detailed at table 11, might
be explained due to the fact that most of the used forum solutions are existing software
solutions that provide these features already “on-board” (Meiszner 2007) .
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Source: Meiszner 2007

Table 11: Tools for relationship and trust building

In 82% of the cases the profile provided information on the members’ role, its hierarchy and
functions within the community, being calculated e.g. upon the number of postings,
responses, ratings or solved problems. Another 79% of the cases also provided information on
the members’ latest posts, publications, or bloggings.
In 75% of the cases, members also had the option to provide information on their VOIP and
messenger accounts and at 46% of the communities they could provide information on their
interests or preferences. Though being in general available Meiszner also noted that a brief
scan through each community showed that many members did not seem to use this option of
providing these type of information.
As detailed by Giuri (Giuri 2004) FLOSS communities seem to rely on two important
infrastructures: modular design and the use of Internet. Internet (email, newsgroups, forums
etc.) reduces transaction and communication costs among developers and therefore provides a
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fundamental infrastructure for distributed development across space and over time.
The underlying technological infrastructure that can be found in FLOSS communities is both
simple and mature. Code is usually stored in CVS, documents and manuals in knowledge
bases or wikis, and additional information are published through the project’s website,
newsletters, or blogs (Hemetsberger 2004). Communications occurs mainly asynchronous
through mailing lists or forums and are therefore preserved and available for the entire
community. The availability and integral application of this diverse range of tools is one of
the most important preconditions for collaboration and enable mass participation in collective
activities as they can be found at FLOSS communities (Hemetsberger 2006b)
The KDE community, which was investigated by Hemetsberger (Hemetsberger 2004),
provides an overview of how a technological community infrastructure might be. In order to
be able to digest the huge amount of knowledge and information and to build up a group
memory, knowledge technologies and task-related features are implemented that decrease
complexity. “This is, for instance, the modular structure of tasks, keeping track of code in a
CVS repository, and shifting the locus of knowledge from individuals to a transactive group
memory where members know where to find information.
For example: emphasizes homogeneity. Both concepts reflect some (though, not all) facets of
team knowledge, and both are said to have positive impact on team’s performance.
To foster comprehension developers also add comments to their source code (reflection-onaction) which enables a re-thinking and re-experiencing process among the other community
members.” Following Hemetsbergers the “most important building block of the KDE
community’s knowledge system consists of 81 mailing lists” for discourse and open reflection
and as an archive for transactive memory of the learning community.”
Analogue to the mailing lists the forums are equally important. Meanwhile mailing lists are
targeting the developer community; forums target the community at large (e.g. the user).
These asynchronous communication technologies are not only valuable for knowledge
creation purposes, but also in order to make community members think before they act and
respond (Hemetsberger 2006b).
Though still not answered in detail there are indications for different preferences of the
different community groups. As an example it is referred to two case studies in this domain
one on the Freenet community (Krogh, 2003) and another one on the Apache community
(Hippel, 2002). The first study focuses on the core team and suggests that mailing lists are the
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main way of communication within the community, meanwhile the later one examines the
support environment and providing the impression that the main way of communication is
based on forum posts.
Table 12 provides a general overview of the different types of tools that are used within
FLOSS communities and the way they impact learning (Hemetsberger 2006a). Wikis,
documentation and knowledge management systems are also important for co-authoring and
collaborative content management (Pór 2004) and would (depending on their usage) belong to
the transactive group memory or instructive content.

Source: Hemetsberger and Reinhardt 2006a

Table 12: Learning Processes Initiated and Displayed Through Technological Tools
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The FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey revealed that except for other forms of self-study, which
is performed by 58% of the community members, the most used ways to learn are those that
provide the opportunity to either read or work on the code and that depend on Internet-based
technologies (Table 13). Reading bug reports, participating in workshops or congresses, and
learning by participating in training courses are the least used ways to learn.
Percentage saying this
is a very useful way to
learn

Ways to learn

Fix bugs

59,1

Other self-study

58,4

Reading source code of programs and patches

55,8

Reading other developers' feedback to my patches
/ bug-reports / bug-fixes

51,8

Checking programs' for errors and their causes

48,3

Reading books or articles on programming

46,0

Participate in the discussions within the FLOSS
community

45,2

Reading bug reports

18,7

Participate in workshops or congresses

16,8

Learning by participating in training courses

11,7

n = 1453

Multiple responses ordered by shares (%) of community members who consider these ways to be useful
Source: FLOSSPOLS Developer Survey 2005

Table 13: Ways to learn in the FLOSS community

A good example of how Internet-based technologies initiate and fuel learning processes
within the FLOSS community is provided by the support system of FLOSS communities,
which is as perfect as it is erroneous. On the one hand it offers a 24hours, 7 days a week, 365
days support with up to date content and learning materials, and all of this provided by
volunteers at no charge. And on the other hand it is erroneous since none of this services are
granted and consequently there might be less support at the individual level. Lakhani and von
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Hippel (Lakhani & von Hippel 2002) analysed the support system of the Apache community
and found out that their field support systems functions effectively and that 98% of the
support services return direct learning benefits for the support provider. They are confirming
that “giving as a natural thing” as described earlier by Demaziere, or “gaining reputation” and
“personal enjoyment” are important motivational factors, but so are the learning benefits.
Thus the situation between the information provider and receiver could be described as a
win/win situation.
The fact that a great part of motivation to provide volunteering support resides in learning
benefits for the support provider leads also to the conclusion that there need to be problems in
order to keep the support system alive – or as Lakhani and von Hippel reported expressed this
with a quote of Raymond:
“Actually . . . the list [of fetchmail beta-testers] is beginning to lose members from its high of close to 300
for an interesting reason. Several people have asked me to unsubscribe them because fetchmail is working
so well for them that they no longer need to see the list traffic! Perhaps this is part of the normal life-cycle
of a mature, bazaar-style project.” (Raymond, 1999, pp. 46–47).

Support in FLOSS is characterized by “information seekers posting their questions on a
public website. Potential information providers log onto this website, read the questions and
post answers if and as they choose to do so.” (Lakhani & von Hippel 2002) In FLOSS it is
expected that information seeker first try to solve their problem themselves by the mean of
available materials and if required by surfing the web.
For the case of Apache it might be interesting to note that the core development team made
clear that they are not interested in providing any support and therefore the support system
has evolved separately, operated by and for users themselves.
Lakhani and von Hippel also address the limits of FLOSS type support system regarding the
number of support seeker in comparisons to support provider, and also the type of information
requested. They found that about 2% of the knowledge providers were responsible for about
50% of the answers to questions posted on the help system and 50% of the questions were
provided by 24% of the knowledge providers. The 100 most active information seekers posted
an average of 10.43 questions and the 100 most active information providers posted an
average of 83.63 answers during the 4-year period of their study. This suggests that only few
individuals are active in providing answers to questions asked in the Apache system. Though
it should be recalled at this point that mailing lists are rather frequented by developer,
meanwhile the wider community might seek support at the forums.
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Though providing a general overview on the technological perspective of FLOSS
communities – in general as well as related to learning and knowledge management – it needs
to be acknowledged that there is the need of providing further information on the role of
wikis, on synchronous communication tools and about external environments such as
myspace.
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6. CONCLUSION: FLOSS LEARNING PRINCIPLES
In this chapter we summarise the main findings of each of the previous chapters and interpret
them with regard to principles of learning in the FLOSS community. This chapter goes
however beyond the scope of a pure conclusion as it also provides a first approach to the
meaning these learning principles could have with regard to formal educational settings. This
final chapter therefore also provides the ground for the next step of work in the FLOSSCom
project, which is testing the transferability and applicability of these learning principles in
formal educational settings. It should be noted however that this report does not anticipate the
work of phase 2 (Summer University) of the FLOSSCom project, it only provides first rough
ideas as a starting point for phase 2.

6.1. Openness and inclusivity
The examination of the demographics of the FLOSS community has illustrated that people
access the community at any age (though at current it attracts more young people, which
might be a reflection of the fact that the younger generation grew up with computers) and at
any stage of professional career. This characteristic is usually known as “openness” or
“inclusivity” of the FLOSS community.
It must however be noted that openness and inclusivity does not mean that there are no
barriers to surmount. As the example of the exclusion of women shows, the FLOSS
community, like any other social formation, has established specific cultural and social
patterns and norms that require from anyone who wants to join a certain degree of
assimilation. In the case of the FLOSS community, the specific cultural norms are obviously
strongly determined by young males and establish a considerable hindrance for women.
Openness and inclusivity does therefore only mean that those who want to join the
community do not have to pass enrolment procedures or have to pass formal performance
assessments.
With regard to formal educational settings we observe that the current overall age structure of
the FLOSS community resembles very much the age structure of people in formal educational
settings (students at school or university). The fact that professionals at an older age can join
the community and learn illustrates that the FLOSS community provides an efficient means
for lifelong learning. Provided that the FLOSS community will keep its capacity to sustain we
assume that its age structure will change over the coming two decades and will finally
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resemble the overall demographic structure.

6.2. Volunteering and volatility
The analysis of the structure of the community showed that members voluntarily decide
which role(s) they want to play which responsibilities to take on. As a consequence, roles and
responsibilities (or capacities) of community members can change over time and / or in
different contexts. This results in a very vivid and volatile internal structure and dynamics of
the community.
While volunteering and volatility is probably one of the cornerstones of the efficiency of the
FLOSS community as a learning environment it is at the same time something that might be
difficult to transfer to and apply in formal educational settings. While learning in the FLOSS
community is efficient because “project managers” and “community managers” (and many
more roles) voluntarily assume responsibility for organising work, tasks, content, and
communication, in formal educational settings roles, tasks, and responsibilities are more predetermined and rigid. While learning in FLOSS often results from a flow of marginal
knowledge between community members and the role of “learner” and “teacher” can swiftly
change with changing contexts, the roles of “learners” and “teachers” in formal educational
settings are usually unequivocally attributed to persons, not to situations and contexts.
Solutions for transferring volunteering and volatility to formal educational settings may
foresee rewards for students who voluntarily assume positions similar to project or
community managers in FLOSS. Alternatively, curricula could include the obligation of more
experienced students to share there knowledge with the less experienced. For instance,
computer scientists in the second year of education could be obliged to help first year students
to solve a specific task. Obligation however contradicts the principle of volunteering, it will
therefore be essential for the future work of the project to explore if and how such a
replacement could work out. Finally, the range of roles that can be assumed in formal
educational settings might be more limited than in the FLOSS community.

6.3. Using large-scale networks
Closely related to the abovementioned aspect of learning in FLOSS is the usage of large scale
networks. Volunteering and volatility seem to be possible and effective because of the big
size and continuous growth of the community.
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The crucial question for transferring this principle to formal education is how similar
networks can be created within formal environments, which usually have small classes.
However, as the exploration of regular contacts between FLOSS community members has
revealed, most FLOSS community members have regular contacts to only 1 to 5 other
community members. It might therefore be possible to reap similar network effects from
small networks in formal education as in the big FLOSS network.

6.4. Content-richness and specialisation
The analysis of motivations for participating in the FLOSS community and of the activities
that are performed by its members revealed that the FLOSS community, though revolving on
software development, offers a range of opportunities that by far exceeds the scope that is
closely related to software. The double character of the FLOSS community as a community of
practice, focussing on the techniques to produce software, and a social movement, focussing
on strong social values such as freedom, appears to be very meaningful in this respect.
This content-richness of the FLOSS community however is not resulting in eclectic and
disparate activities and outcomes. We found that the skills attainment in the FLOSS
community focuses very much on the technical aspects, i.e. on skills needed for developing
software and distributing it under an appropriate license. This seems to hold true especially
for young newcomers. Moreover, FLOSS community members know that the skills they learn
have a positive value on the labour market and are able to judge this value realistically.
Precondition for being competitive to people with comparable formal degrees is that
informally attained skills in the FLOSS community must be provable. Peer-reviewing is very
important in this regard. Finally, surveys revealed that the FLOSS community provides skills
that can specifically be better learned in this environment than in formal educational
environments.
This might have a number of implications for formal education when FLOSS principles shall
be implemented in this environment. First of all, formal education is usually very structured
and targeted. To include aspects that are not directly related to what shall be taught and
learned is considered to be ineffective. It must therefore be carefully explored if a FLOSS-like
content-richness could (or should) be achieved in formal educational settings. If further
research turns out that content-richness appears to be a precondition for a successful
implementation of FLOSS learning principles in formal educational settings it must be
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secured that content enrichment does not hinder professional advancement and specialisation
of the students.
Regarding certificates, implementing FLOSS learning principles in formal educational
settings might be feasible if (a part of) formal certificates and degrees are replaced by
informal forms of recognising and acknowledging expertise. Certificates might have to
become “weaker” and there might be a need for a bigger variety of “certificates” or proofs of
participation. It might also be useful (or necessary) to replace pre-defined curricula that
characterise many formal courses by a more flexible structure of learning, passing exams and
getting degrees.
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